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by
David H. Bush
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The purpose of this project was to develop a handbook to aid Elementary
Educational Assistants, in the Kent, Washington, School District, in the performance of their duties. The handbook was designed with two main purposes in
mind: 1) to provide a single reference tool which will allow the new Educational
Assistant more autonomy in the performance of his or her duties; and 2) to
provide an organizational tool which will allow for individual differences between
buildings and their administrators. The handbook includes sections dealing with
such topics as budget, evaluation, discipline, and communications. It also
includes copies of the forms that an Educational Assistant will be confronted with
throughout the year. In the conception of any new position, a handbook can
provide the needed outline, and suggestions to proceed. It was from this
perspective that this project was undertaken.
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CHAPTER 1
Background of the Study

Introduction
Howley (1985} made the following statement about the position, assistant
p ri nci pal/teacher:
The assistant principal/teacher is an idea whose time was here
but wasn't grasped and so it passed into oblivion. An assistant principal
ought to continue to teach in a particular discipline for one period a day. It
is a thoroughly professional way to stay on top of the problems and
situations touching teachers and students while at the same time allows
that assistant principal to maintain a sensitive finger on the pulse of the
school from a perspective often times lost in a non-teaching role (p. 89}.
Although the above statement was made with regard to the position of
assistant principal/teacher, the Kent School District, Kent, Washington, realized
the merit of such a position when searching for a way to alleviate some of the
workload of building administrators.
During the 1980-81 school year an Elementary Special Program Impact
Task Force, comprised of building and central office administrators in the Kent
School District, was organized to conduct an impact study on special programs at
the elementary level. As a result of this study, an impact matrix was developed
which indicated that most elementary schools in Kent were greatly impacted by
special programs. It was also discovered that most Kent elementary schools had
a much larger enrollment than the state average.
From recommendations developed by the Impact Task Force for future
consideration in the Kent School District, paramount concern was focused on
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the need for an identified process which systematically allocated district
1
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resources to assist elementary principals in heavily impacted schools.
Specifically, the impact study caused the Kent principals to adopt the following
position:
Elementary schools facing additional challenges because of impact
factors like multiple programs, student turnover, school size, differentiated
staff and unique population served need to be able to make application for
the possibility of a .5 to 1.0 FTE certificated personnel and additional aide
time. This application may vary according to documented need. Certificated
personnel might include but are not limited to a counselor/diagnostician,
educational assistant, nurse, or communication disorders specialist.
The above position statement in turn provided rationale and justification
for the creation of the new administrative position of Elementary Educational
Assistant in the Kent School District, with the following job description:
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Position:

Elementary Educational Assistant

Reports to:

Building Principal

Basic function:
The Educational Assistant is directly responsible to the building
principal for specific assignments.
Primary Responsibilities:
1. Maintain a knowledge of district policy and procedures, state
law, and organizational goals as they relate to his or her area of
responsibility.
2. Assume administrative responsibility of the building in the
absence of the principal.
3. Coordinate the building effective education program/projects
and monitor staff effective education time.
4. Supervise and evaluate classified staff.
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5. Provide orientation and assistance for substitute teachers.
6. Assist building principal with student supervision, discipline,
and representation at IEP conferences.
7. Maintain records and submit reports as are required by the
principal, and assist building principal with publications,
communications, PTA, and parent groups.
8.

Monitor bus and bus-stop concerns.

9. Assist building principal in developing master schedules,
scheduling of specialists, placement of new students, and
supervision of curriculum.
10. Supervise the building inventory and ordering of supplies
and capital equipment.
11. Supervise activities of student government, student clubs,
classes, committees, and budgets.

)
Primary Working Relationships:
Primary working relationships will be established by the building
principal. An elementary school with a student population of five hundred
is allocated a half time educational assistant. When the student population
reaches six hundred and fifty the position becomes full time. The position
has since evolved into an apprenticeship for prospective administrators
providing the candidates an excellent work study program under the
mentorship of a tested building administrator.
Purpose of the Project
The purpose of this project was to develop a handbook to aid Elementary
Educational Assistants, in the Kent School District, Kent, Washington, in the
performance of their duties.
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Need for the Study
The project undertaken in the present study, was a direct outgrowth of the
writer's prior experience as an educational assistant. Reasons for undertaking
the project included:
1.

The Kent School District's need for an administrative handbook
containing practical, helpful information for Elementary Educational
Assistants.

2.

The writer's prior experience as an Educational Assistant under
two different building principals highlighted a need to undertake this
study, sanctioned by the Kent School District, to facilitate the
transition from the role of classroom teacher to that of an
administrator, thereby reducing the workload of the building
principal.

Limitations of the Study
For the purpose of clarity and focus, it was necessary to set the following
limitations for the study:
1.

Population: The project was limited to the elementary schools
in the Kent School District, Kent, Washington.

2.

Characteristics of Population: The building principals and
educational assistants who provided input were from
schools with a student population of six hundred or more.

3.

Other Limitations:
a. The review of the literature presented in Chapter 2 sought to
identify research current within the past ten years.
b. Literature on the position of Educational Assistant was
extremely limited. The writer, therefore reviewed literature related to
the oosition of Assistant Principal because of the similarity in
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purpose and function with that of the position of
Educational Assistant.
Definition of Terms
Significant terms used in the context of this project have been defined as
follows:
Assistant Principal: One who is subordinate to the principal.
Webster's New World Dictionary (1988).
Associate Principal Having equal or nearly equal status with the principal.
Bates and Shank (1983).
Educational Assistant: A certificated teacher designated by the building
administrator to assist with all administrative duties excluding the evaluation of
certificated staff. Kent School District (1981 ).
Effectiveness: - Being prepared for use or action. Webster's New World
)

Dictionary (1988).
Instructional Leader - One who is a leader in imparting knowledge.
Webster's New World Dictionary (1988).
Mentor - A wise and trusted counselor or teacher. Webster's New World
Dictionary (1988).
Team Approach:- A group organized to work together with a single mission. Everyone is aware of each others responsibilities. Gorton (1987).

CHAPTER 2
Review of Related Literature
As the position of Elementary Educational Assistant is a relatively new
one, research and literature relative to that position was essentially nonexistent.
The writer therefore made the decision to draw upon research and literature
related to the position of Assistant Principal, which is similar in purpose and
function to that of Educational Assistant.
In undertaking the review of the literature summarized in this chapter, the
investigator sought to discover information to support the basic assumption that
the principal is the key person in increasing the assistant principals effectiveness.
His or her responsibilities range from:
1. Selection of the assistant principal.
2. Defining the role of the assistant principal.
3. Shaping the assistant principalship.
4. Recognition of the attributes of an effective assistant principal.
5. A vision of the assistant principal of today.
Accordingly, the literature reviewed and presented on the following pages
has been organized to address that basic assumption.
Beginning with the internship, when the principal works with the university
to develop the administrative candidate, through the time when the assistant
principal is selected for a principalship, the principal is the key person in the
development process. When supervising an intern, or working with the assistant
principal, the role remains the same. The effective principal must share his or
her vision, sense of purpose, ideas for the future, and a detailed understanding of
the present with the assistant principal.
McIntyre (1986) asserted that the effectiveness of assistant principals
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depends on the principal's attitude toward the role of assistant principal and his
6
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or her definition of the term effective. He maintained that," Unless the principal
sees the rich possibilities in the role of assistant principal and provides the organization and the atmosphere for accomplishing them, some great opportunities
will be lost" (p. 4).
Selecting the Assistant Principal
Inherent in the principal's ability to develop an effective assistant principal
has been the need for a comprehensive selection process which insures that well
qualified candidates are identified for the position. The position of assistant
principal has often required that he or she make decisions responsibly and
rapidly in tenuous situations. Lindsay (1985) suggested that to find out how the
assistant principal will react in such situations, "Throw out some tough, maybe
even some antagonistic questions during the interview" (p. 41 ).
Throughout the selection process both the school district and the principal
must have a clear and consistent picture of what the candidate should look like.
The candidate should fit the hiring criteria of the district and possess qualities
that will augment the programs which are already present within the building.
Lindsay (1985) recommended that candidates have the identifying attributes of,
"Professional and personal integrity, pleasantness, loyalty, believable sincerity,
commitment, dependability, desire to succeed, and reasonable flexibility"
(p. 41 ). Iannacone and Podorf (1984) reinforced and amplified Lindsay's list of
attributes when they suggested the following three characteristics be present in
candidates for the position:
A dedication to learning and scholarly behavior is critical to
maintain faculty and student credibility; a belief in the purpose of education as an important and critical conduit of culture and knowledge serves
as the underlying foundation to give rationality and balance to the
performance of a vice principal; a genuine, friendly disposition to people,
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and a clear, unwavering belief in the dignity of humans must constantly
be evidenced. (p. 116)
Defining the Role of the Assistant Principal
When an assistant principal has been selected, the principal must further
define the role he or she will play in the administration of the school. This becomes a critical part of the mentoring process. Much of a new assistant
principal's training·occurs on the job, and learning by doing is a major part of
preparation. Lindsay (1985) expressed the need for the principal to, "Go further
and create a detailed plan to help your assistant become a qualified, wellrounded building administrator who competently can assume the top post in a
school someday (p. 41 }."
Lindsay (1985) has further outlined how the principal's preparation plan
should develop. First, "Draw up a carefully prepared job description for the
assistant principal, including specific expectations [and] ... Specify job targets, in
writing, for your assistant. These job targets, which should be arrived at jointly,
should identify tasks that need improvement or skills that need to be developed"
(p. 41 ). Valentine (1980) warned, "If you are not aware of the person's goals,
then you cannot accurately assess those skills which mesh with the goals·.
Provide experiences geared toward strengthening areas of weakness, and praise
areas of strength. The assistant cannot expect to fully mature professionally
without such feedback" (p. 42).
Hess (1985) recommended that professional objectives be generated to
support competencies in operations management. He emphasized that, "By
focusing on specific building functions or projects, these goals can enable occupants of this position to deal with operations management as a unified whole,
rather than as a series of disconnected assignments" (p. 97). It is important that
the assistant principal understands his or her role in the system.
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Brottman (1981) warned, however, and this writer agrees that, "Job
descriptions that stereotype and are overly specific have a way of clouding the
issue of what constitutes the assistant principalship and thereby derail the express of career development" (p. 8) . That is not to say that there is a replacement for a well thought out comprehensive plan, but rather, that the objectives be
broad enough to allow the assistant principal a wide range of experiences. The
principal needs to insure that the objectives relate both to the organization and
the individual in order to maximize the effectiveness of both.
Shaping the Assistant Principalship
According to Lindsay (1985), it has been important for both the principal
and the assistant principal to develop a plan which will be mutually beneficial. A
plan which will make the school run more efficiently, and which will improve the
learning environment for students while providing the assistant principal with
multiple growth opportunities. Lindsay (1985) suggested the following as a list of
possible activities in which the assistant principal could become involved:
Involve him in evaluation of teachers, advisers, and coaches;
student management; computerized administrative areas; curriculum
development and implementation; fiscal planning for appropriations;
student activities and athletics; public appearances on behalf of the
school; and district-wide committee work. (p. 46)
Historically, discipline and attendance have been traditional responsibilities of the assistant principal. Although they are important to the well being of the
school they represent only a small part of the total administrative responsibility
which the aspiring assistant wishes to learn. It is clear that assistant principals
need to experience the broad-based responsibilities and challenges of the
principalship if they are to realize their full potential. Principals should encourage
activities which provide opportunities for continued professional development.
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Lindsay (1985) suggested that, heading the list should be "Active membership in
local, state, and national professional organizations" (p. 46). Iannacone and
Podorf (1984) agreed with Lindsay and stated the following:
Maintaining a healthy, balanced relationship with other administrative personnel is important. Participation in local, county, and state
organizational meetings, participation in athletic league meetings, having
the opportunity to meet with other assistant principals, to share experiences, to share solutions, or just to share, are critical experiences for the
well-being of the assistant principal. (p. 117)
Lindsay (1985) recommended that the assistant principal become involved
in, "visiting other schools, reading professional materials, taking part in accrediting association evaluations at other schools, attending professional conferences,
and joining in informal conversations with colleagues in similar or related posi-
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tions" (p. 46). Gorton (1987) emphasized, "No other individual in the school
works more closely with the assistant principal, and no other person is more
important to his or her professional success, than the principal" (p. 2). It is
evident that the principal must recommend, and at times require that his or her
assistant seek after the broadest experiential base possible, if they intend to
move on to the principalship. The assistant principal should always be looking at
the next rung on the job ladder and preparing for it while performing the duties of
his or her present position.
Gorton (1987) suggested, "Most assistant principals are qualified for and
want to play a larger leadership role in the schools" (p. 2), and Brottman (1981)
cited the fact that many assistants see the position as a stepping stone to the
principalship, while few see it as a career choice. Gorton stressed that "Principals must see their assistant principals as a resource which, if fully utilized, could
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greatly increase the administrative impact on the school" (p. 2).
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Gorton (1987) advocated developing a leadership team including the
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principal and the assistant. "In this concept the assistant principal would be
treated as an associate or partner, with shared responsibilities for many tasks
and total responsibility in areas of unique strength" (p. 2). He challenged the
principal to "Become an advocate for his or her assistant principal by periodically
emphasizing to parents, school board members, and central office administrators
the many achievements and tasks that the assistant principal performs" (p. 2).
Valentine (1980) outlined the benefits of providing the assistant principal experiences which insure exposure in a leadership role with students, parents, staff,
and central office personnel when he stated:
Opportunity for leadership with other groups can be a
means of positive reinforcement. ... There is no rule-of-thumb
that says the principal must be the focus of attention at all
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functions.
Opportunity for leadership outside your building provides the
assistant with exposure to other administrators and leaders throughout the
system. Assign your assistant to cover some of those district-wide
committee meetings. The exposure to other administrators will be
beneficial and if the assistant is covering an important meeting, a sense of
reward and accomplishment can accompany the opportunity for
exposure.
Opportunity for visibility enhances the assistant's future.
High visibility for the promising administrator may be very
important when discussion in the central office turns to the
identification of promising candidates for the principalship. (p. 43)
Valentine (1980) agreed with Gorton (1987) when he suggested, "Discuss
your assistant's responsibilities with the staff and through your actions give some
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prestige and import to those responsibilities. Provide the assistant with the
authority to make decisions relative to those responsibilities" (p. 41 ). Gorton
(1987) added that, "Recognition can increase the assistant principal's job satisfaction and also offers potential for strengthening the assistant principal's commitment to exert even greater efforts to be of service to the principal and to the
school" (p. 3).
Valentine (1980) has further suggested that varying some of the
assistant's responsibilities would "provide experience and exposure for individuals to various aspects of the total school operation. The shifting of responsibility
may vary in degree from a major area such as student discipline to a less time
consuming area such as the parent newsletter" (p. 42). He stressed the need to,
"Discuss total school responsibilities during the summer so that the staff can be
informed in the fall. Communicating the role and responsibilities of the assistant
to the remainder of the staff in a timely fashion can only add stability to the position" (p. 42). Valentine (1980) added that "Some degree of periodic change in
responsibility can be emotionally and intellectually healthy for the individual and
the school" (p. 42).
Bates and Shank (1983) advised carrying Gorton's team approach of
leadership one step farther by suggesting that the assistant principal position
become one of an associate principal with the following implications:
... No longer do parents insist on seeing the "one in charge."
They know that all administrators are working together and that any one
of them can handle their concerns. They are now seen by students,
teachers, and community members as knowledgeable school leaders;
they have become the effective managers their training and experience
have prepared them to be. (p. 111)
The principal's job is often a lonely one. The associate can help by
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sharing the administrative concerns of the principalship, while the principal
serves, in part, as a mentor for the associate. Therefore, the principal is
not only relieved of the burden of making and communicating all
decisions, but benefits from the associate's counsel and from his or her
contacts with staff, students, and parents. (p. 112)
To be effective, however, the associate and the principal must
maintain open lines of communication with one another and with central
office administrators. When two people sit down and talk honestly and
frankly, dealing with specifics rather than generalities, the result is a good
working climate that is conducive to improvement. (p. 114)
Valentine (1980) also emphasized the need for open and complete communication when he suggested:
First, communicate as a team. Keep in touch on major and minor
issues. Such interaction provides the would-be principal with the
opportunity to better understand the process of problem solving and
decision making.
An auxiliary benefit of ongoing team communication is the ability of
one member to respond intelligently to a query about a problem another
administrator is working on. The ongoing team communication you
communicate adequately with your team, you will find that very seldom will
you be "second guessing" or overriding a decision made by an assistant.
Start the week with team interaction to plan the week and discuss
areas of concern. Make a point to touch base daily for five or ten minutes
to discuss daily concerns or issues. Such contact gives the members of
the team the opportunity to work through their responsibilities with your
support, insight, and suggestions. (Pp. 41-43)
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Attributes and Responsibilities of the Assistant Principal
According to Iannacone (1984), assistant principals should posses the
following attributes:
It is important for the vice principal to "sort", "define", and "act" with
stability. This cannot be stressed enough. The stability of action gives the
role and function of assistant principal a sense of consistency. Further, a
doctrine of fair play and honesty must always be present in one's thinking
and actions. (p. 118)
Smerka (1980) identified the following points to remember in establishing
and continuing solid relationships with people while performing the expected
daily tasks of assistant principal:
You are a subordinate to the principal and the real purpose of your
job is to alleviate problems and to make his or her job easier, remember
that education is a service oriented profession, being effective means
getting involved, utilize appropriate modes of communication, have a
sense of humor and be happy, be effective and do a yearly selfassessment, always give credit when credit is due.and be optimistic and
positive." If the assistant principal keeps these suggestions in mind it will
make his or her job less stressful and much more rewarding. (Pp. 23-25)
The Assistant Principalship Today
Panyako and Rorie (1987) reported that the assistant principal was
"originally hired to free the principal of the unnecessary but essential
administrative and management details. However, as schools have become
more complex and taken on more of society's "culture demands", it has become
necessary for school leadership systems to consider redefining the assistant
principalship" (p. 8). Clements (1980) reported and this writer agrees that the
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assistant principal is "serving in that unique position which often bridges the gap
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between management and faculty" (p. 15). Hess (1985) argued, "because this
position involves hourly interaction with teachers and students as they participate
in the learning process, its objectives must also focus on that process" (p. 96). A
number of authors, including Spady and Greenfield (1985) have also emphasized
that "The assistant principalship is educational leadership at the grass-root level.
It must be outfitted with objectives that support and parallel the basic educational
purposes of the local district" (p. 97).
However, Hess (1985) cautioned that the position must also be structured
around objectives that relate to the professional fulfillment and development of
the individual who occupies it. Hess pointed out that:
Instructional leadership and operations management include a
variety of important administrative skills, competencies that must be
mastered by aspiring school professionals. If properly structured, assistant
principalships can make a critical contribution to the development of these
skills. At the building level, objectives can be designed encouraging the
assistant principal to coordinate and manage the implementation of
instructional programs. Within the job functions defined by these
guidelines, assistant principals can develop a range of interpersonal
leadership skills through extensive interaction with principals, other
administrators, teachers, and students. (p. 97)
Rodrick (1986} maintained that the building principal has been instrumental in guiding the assistant principal to the realization of his or her full potential as
an instructional leader. This process has included personal mentoring by the
principal in addition to providing the assistant opportunities to attend various
training sessions to develop required skills.
Rodrick (1986) suggested the following example:
Place an assistant in charge of solving an educational problem. If
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he or she needs guidance, take the opportunity to coach by asking questions, being available for consultation, and reacting to the ideas when
asked. It is critical that the assistant principal be responsible for the
success of the project and that it be limited enough in scope to have a
chance of succeeding.
Be sure plans include interaction with and input by staff and, if
possible, students and parents. Your assistants will benefit from their
involvement and thrive on their earned respect.
Take a long range view of your assistants' duties, productivity, and
outlook. Get them out of the building at least once each week. (p. 93)
Gorton (1987) expanded on Rodrick's suggestion to allow the assistant
principal the freedom to leave the building once a week when he suggested that,
"The principal can provide greater extrinsic rewards to assistant principals

1

through increased public and private recognition" (p. 4).
Hess (1985) expressed the need for clearly defined objectives that benefit
the local school district:
The central purpose of the local district is education. The assistant
principal functions within the school building and in close proximity to the
classroom, the units of the district where most of the educational process
occurs. Because this position involves hourly interaction with teachers and
students as they participate in the learning process, its objectives must
also focus on that process. A number of authors, including Spady and
Greenfield, have emphasized this point. The assistant principalship is
educational leadership at the grass-root level. It must be outfitted with
objectives that support and parallel the basic educational purposes of the
local district. (Pp. 96-97)
Hess (1985) has further contended that the position of assistant principal
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must also be structured around objectives that relate to the professional fulfillment and development of the individual who occupies that position. Hess stated:
Instructional leadership and operations management include a
variety of important administrative skills, competencies that must be
mastered by aspiring school professional. If properly structured, assistant
principalship can make a critical contribution to the development of these
skills. At the building level, objectives can be designed encouraging the
assistant principal to coordinate and manage the implementation of
instructional programs. Within the job functions defined by these
guidelines, assistant principals can develop a range of interpersonal
leadership skills through extensive interaction with principals, other
administrators, teachers, and students. (p. 97)
Hess(1985) has observed that at the building level, professional objectives
can also be generated that support the evolution of competencies in operations
management. He continued by suggesting that "Through the cultivation of these
operations and instructional management functions, the assistant principalship
might also become a resource for the development of leadership for individual
school districts and for the profession as a whole" (p. 97).
Finally, Hess (1985) has recommended the need for the assistant principal
to be provided training in a variety of specific job functions:
As in the case of job objectives, specific functions of assistant
principals will vary widely among school districts. The most important
requirements for school districts and individuals are that the position be
assigned a variety of instructional and operations management functions,
along with the flexibility to carry out these responsibilities.
The assignment of job objectives and specific functions to the
assistant principal can help address some of the interpersonal obstacles
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that have been associated with this position. Through development of
knowledge and expertise in particular areas, the assistant principal can
become a greater asset to the building principal. (p. 100)
Summary
According to the literature reviewed on the preceeding pages the principal
has been the key to improving the effectiveness of the assistant principalship. As
Valentine (1980) stated:
The veteran or the novice principal must set the stage for future
principals. What better training ground for the principalship than the
opportunity to work as an assistant principal (p. 40).
Lindsay (1985) further challenged principals with the following statement:
As a principal, you owe it to your assistants to help them develop
into well-rounded, qualified professionals who are prepared to move into
new, challenging positions. There's no magic to the process. All it requires
is dedication and the willingness to make school administration a superior
form of continuing education.
If the assistant principal position is to improve, it will require
enlightened and dedicated leadership by principals who care about their
assistant principals and are willing to work to improve their prospects.
(Pp. 3-4)
The research and literature summarized in Chapter 2 has supported the
basic assumption that the principal is the key person in increasing the assistant
principals effectiveness.

CHAPTER 3
Procedures of the Study
Identifying

a Need

The idea for developing an Administrative Handbook for Elementary
School Educational Assistants in the Kent School District originated from three
primary factors. First, the position of educational assistant was created by a task
force of building and central office administrators to lessen the workload of the
building administrator. It was apparent that the Kent School District placed a
high priority on this position, as evidenced by the creation of a half time position
at all elementary schools with a student population ranging from five hundred to
six hundred and forty-nine. At six hundred and fifty students the position
becomes full time. Second, in spite of our district's emphasis on lessening the
workload of the building administrator, additional time was being spent answering
questions that could have been answered by directing the educational assistant
to a simplified resource document. Third, with the school district's focus on site
based decision making, it was necessary to formulate the the handbook in a
manner which allowed for differences in administrative styles.
Developing Building and District Level Support
In the spring of 1990, the writer, began informally discussing plans for
developing an Administrative Handbook for Elementary Educational Assistants
with the individuals who were then serving in that position at the following Kent
School District elementary schools: Soos Creek, Springbrook, Scenic Hill, Park
Orchard, Covington, and Cedar Valley.
The writer also discussed these plans with the following building principals: Dennis McClellan, Grass Lake Elementary; Brian Meyer, Horizon Elementary; Dean Ficken, Soos Creek Elementary; and Marilyn Anderson, Meridian
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Elementary. Each of these individuals supported the idea of an Administrative
19
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Handbook for Elementary Educational Assistants.
With input obtained from these individuals, the writer proceeded with the
development of an Administrative Handbook for Elementary Educational Assistants.
Development of the Handbook
The most difficult part of the development of the Administrative Handbook
for Elementary Educational Assistants was determining the format in which the
handbook would be prepared. For example, there was a need to provide a single
resource document which would allow the Educational Assistant more autonomy
in his or her position, while alleviating the myriad of questions a person new to
the position might generate. There was a further need to produce an organizational tool which could provide for individual differences in the management
styles of individual building principals.
For the above reasons it was decided to organize the handbook in a threering binder with dividers, which corresponded with the major areas of responsibility of the Educational Assistant. In this manner, the handbook would allow the
individual Educational Assistants to organize the information in a fashion best
suited to their needs while allowing additional information to be added as it became available.
The Administrative Handbook for Elementary Educational Assistants
developed as a result of this study presented in Chapter 4.
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CHAPTER 4
Administrative Handbook for Elementary Educational Assistants
The handbook was designed with two purposes in mind: 1) to provide a
single reference tool which will allow the new Educational Assistant more
autonomy in the performance of his or her duties; and 2) to provide an organizational tool which will allow for individual differences between buildings and their
administrators.
The remainder of Chapter 4 contains the Administrative Handbook for the
position of Elementary Educational Assistant developed for Grass Lake
Elementary School and the Kent, Washington School District. The handbook has
been formated in sections that can be arranged to fit the needs of the individual
Elementary Educational Assistant.
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Preface
This handbook was designed as a model to aid Elementary
Educational Assistants in the development of a resource which would
help them in the performance of their duties. It is organized into
sections so that each individual may prioritize them according to their
needs.

Job Description
POSITION:
Elementary Education Assistant
REPORTS TO:
Building Principal
BASIC FUNCTION:
The educational assistant is directly responsible to the building
principal for specific assignments.
PRIMARY RESPONSIBLITIES:
1.
Maintain a knowledge of district policy and procedures, state law, and
organizational goals as they relate to his or her area of responsibility.
2.
Assume administrative responsibility of the building in the absence of
the principal.
3.
Coordinate the building effective education program/projects and
monitor staff effective education time.
4.
Supervise and evaluate classified staff.
5.
Provide orientation and assistance for substitute teachers.
6.
Assist building principal with student supervision, discipline, and
representation at IEP conferences.
7.
Maintain records and submit reports as are required by the principal,
and assist building principal with publications, communications, PTA,
and parent groups.
8.
Monitor bus and bus-stop concerns.
9.
Assist building principal in developing master schedules, scheduling of
pecialists, placement of new students, and supervision of curriculum.
10. Supervise the building inventory and ordering of supplier and capital
equipment.
11. Supervise activities of student government, student clubs, classes,
committees, and budgets.
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Scheduling
The following pages contain sample schedules for the 1991-1992
school year. When accessing building schedules on the computer, open
Microsoft Word on the Power Station. Then open building information and
select schedules.
It is important that you familiarize yourself with various schedules
early in the school year. Be sure to publish any changes in the regular
schedule in the staff bulletin, ie., assemblies, testing, pictures, etc.

Building Schedule
1991-1992
Students
1-6
A.M. Kindergarten
P.M. Kindergarten

9:05-3: 15
9:05-11: 15
12:30-3: 15
Teachers

Choose One
or

)

8: 15-3:45
8:35-4:05

Recess Schedule
K-3

4
5-6

Morning
10:30-10:45
10:45-11:00
10:45-11 :00

Noon
12: 15-12:45
12: 15-12:45
12:45-1: 15

Lunch Schedule
1-2-3
4
5-6

11:55-12:15
12:00-12: 15
12:30-12:45

PE-Music Schedule
Monday-Wednesday (unfilled-Rick)
4
9: 15-10:45 (3 classes)
3
10:55-11:55 (2 classes)
2
1:05-1:35 (1 class)
2
1 :45-2:45 (2 classes)
Tuesday-Thursday (Pat-Rick)
6
9: 15-10:45 (3 classes)

2

Afternoon
1:35-1:45

5
1
1

11 :00-12:30 (3 classes)
1:05-1:35 (1 class)
1 :45-2:45 (2 classes)

Band-Orchestra Alternate Friday Schedule
(Band and Orchestra are Monday-Wednesday)
Sept. 7, 21
Oct. 5, 19
Nov. 2, 16
Dec. 7, 21
Jan. 4, 18, 25
Feb. 8, 22
Mar 8, 22
April 19
May 3, 10, 17, 31
June 14

Early Release Fridays Schedule
Sept. 21 (BO)
Oct. 12 (NBO)
Dec. 14 (NBO)
Jan 18 (BO)
Feb. 8 (BO)
March 1 (NBO)
April 19 (BO)
May 24 (NBO)
June 7 (NBO)

(Afternoon Kindergarten in session
(No afternoon Kindergarten)
(No afternoon Kindergarten)
(Afternoon Kindergarten in session
(No afternoon Kindergarten)
(Afternoon Kindergarten in session
(Afternoon Kindergarten in session
(No afternoon Kindergarten)
(Afternoon Kindergarten in session

Specialist Schedules
Monday-Wednesday (Marcheta)
9: 15-10:45
teaching (3 classes
10:45-10:55
break
10:55-11 :55
teaching (2 classes
12:25-12:25
lunch
12:25-1:00
planning
1:00-2:00
teaching (2 classes
2:00-2: 10
break
2: 10-3: 10
teaching (2 classes
Monday-Wednesday (Rick}
9: 15-10:45
teaching (3 classes
3

- 4th)
- 3rd}

- 2nd}
- 2nd)
- 4th)

with substitute)

with substitute)
with substitute)
with substitute)
with substitute)

10:45-10:55
break
10:55-11 :55
teaching (2
12:25-12:25
lunch
12:25-1:00
planning
1:00-2:00
teaching (2
2:00-2: 10
break
2: 10-3: 10
teaching (2
Tuesday-Thursday (Pat)
9: 15-10:45
teaching (3
10:45-10:55
break
10:55-11:55
teaching (3
12:25-12:25
lunch
12:25-1:00
planning
1:00-2:00
teaching (1
2:00-2: 10
break
2: 10-3: 10
teaching (2
Tuesday-Thursday (Rick)
9: 15-10:45
teaching (3
10:45-10:55
break
10:55-11:55
teaching (3
12:25-12:25
lunch
12:25-1:00
planning
1:00-2:00
teaching (2
2:00-2: 10
break
2: 10-3: 10
teaching (1

classes - 3rd)

classes - 2nd)
classes - 2nd)
classes - 6th)
classes - 5th)

class - 2nd)
classes - 2nd)
classes - 6th)
classes - 5th)

classes - 2nd)
class - 2nd)

Early Release - PE/Music Schedule
Lunches:

)

1/2 - regular time
3-6 - 12:00-12: 15
We will serve box lunches on those days if at all possible. Recesses
will be on a normal schedule on 9./21, 12/14, 2/8, 5/24, and 6/7. Recesses
will be on the alternate schedule on 10/12, 1/18, 3/1, and 4/19. The
alternate recess schedules is:
1-3
9:50-10:05
4 -6
10:20-10:35 (note that intermediate never changes times)
There will be no lunch recesses on early release days as during
conference weeks.
Those days with the regular music/PE schedule are:
4

)

*Sept. 21
Dec. 14
*Feb. 8
May24
June 7
Those days which will have reversed music/PE schedules are:
Oct. 12
*Jan 18
March 1
*April 19
*Band/orch
The reversed non-band/orchestra days are Oct. 12 and March 1, will
have this schedule:
PE
Music
8:50-9:20
1
6
9:20-9:50
1
6
9:50-10:05 primary recess (4-6 - 10:20-10:35)
10:10-10:40
1
1
10:40-11:10
1
1
11:10-11:40
1
1
Determine who goes when then make sure you notify Rick, and Jackie
of the schedule ahead of time.
The reversed band/Orchestra days (*) Jan. 18, and April 19 will have
this schedule
PE
Music
8:50-9:20
3 (good)
2
9:20-9:50
2
3 (good)
9:50-10:05 primary recess (4-6 - 10:20-10:35)
10: 10-10:40
2
2
10:40-11: 10
2
2
11:10-11:40
2
2
Determine who goes when and then make sure you notify Rick and Pat
of the schedule ahead of time.
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Calendars
The following calendars are inserted here to aid you in your
scheduling and long range planning. They are copies of the Elementary
Classified Employees Working calendar, Elementary Certificated Working
Calendar, and a twelve month planning calendar which includes important
District wide dates. An example of a twelve month tickler file is also
provided. To access the Building Master Calendar for 1991-1992.

)
6

KENT SCHOOL DISTRICT
Classified Employees Calendar
9-Month Schedule
(Elementary)
1991-92
M

2*
9
16
23
30

7
14
21
28

T

w

T

SEPTEMBER
4# 5
6
3°
11
12
13
10
18 19
17
20
25 26
27
24

OCTOBER
2
1
3
9 10
8
16 17
15
23 24
22
29
30 31

4

19WorkDays
20 Work Days Spec Ed
* 1 Paid Holiday
#School Starts 189-day
0School Starts 190-day

3
10
11•
24

FEBRUARY
4
6
7
5
11
12 13 [14]
21
18
19 20
28
25
26 27

23 Work Days

2
9
16
23
30

3
10
17
24
31

(6)
13
20
27

APRIL
1
2
(7)
(8) (9)
14
15 16
21
22 23
28
29 30

25

NOVEMBER
4

5

11 •

12
19
26

18
"1.5

6
13
20
27

7
8°"
14
15
21
22
28* (29)

DECEMBER
2
4
3
5
6
9
11
12
10
13
16
17
18 19
20
(23) 24* 25* (26) (27)
(30) (31)

6
13
20*
27

JANUARY
1* 2
7
8
9
14
15 16
21
22 23
29 30
28

3
10
17
24
31

17 Work Days
•2 Paid Holidays
0No School Group A
00No School Group B
( ) Nonwork Day

T

F

T

11
18

10

w

M

F

MARCH
4
5
11 12
18 19
25 26

18 Work Days
* l Paid Holiday
[] Optional Snow Day

6
130
2i1'°
27

21 Work Days
0No School Group A
00No School Group B

17 Work Days
( ) Nonwork Days

3
(10)
17
24

MAY
15 Work Days
*2 Paid Holidays
( ) Nonwork Days

[4]
11

21 Work Days
*2 Paid Holidays

18

5
12
19

25*

26

1

2
9
16
23
30

8
15
22
29

6
13
20
27

7
14
21
28

JUNE
3
10
17
24

11

4
18
25

1
8
15
22
29

19 Work Days·
* 1 Paid Holiday
[ ] Optional Snow Day

5
12#
19
26

10 Work Days
#School Ends 6/12/92

180 Work Days (181 Work Days for Special Education Instructional Assistants on 190-Day Schedule)

--2. Paid Holidays

189 Total Paid Days
*9 Paid Holidays
Labor Day:
September 2
Veterans' Day: November 11
Thanksgiving: November 28
f;hrisunas:
December 24 and 25

New Year's:
Martin Luther King Day:
Presidents' Day:
Memorial Day

Group A and B schools listed on reverse.
6A

January 1
January 20
February 17
May25

KENT SCHOOL DISTRICT
Certificated Employees Working Calendar
Elementary
1991-92
M

(2)
9
16
23
30

7
14
21
28

T

w

T

F

SEPTEMBER
30
4# 5
6
11
12
13
10
17
18 19
20
24
25 26
27

OCTOBER
1
2
3
8
9 10
16 17
15
22
23 24
29
30 31

4
11
18
25

T

19 Work Days
( ) Labor Day 9/2
0Req Workshop Day
(Sec. & Elem.)
#School Starts 9/4

3
10
(17)

24

FEBRUARY
4
5
6
11
12 13
18
19 20
25
26 27

23 Work Days

2
9
16
23
30

MARCH
4
3
5
11
12
10
17
18
19
24
25 26
31

NOVEMBER
10
4
(11)
18
25

5
12
19
26

6
13
20
27

7
14
21
(28)

goo
15
22
(29)

DECEMBER
2
4
3
5
6
11
9
10
12
13
16
17
18 19
20
(23) (24) (25) (26) (27)
(30) (31)

6
13
(20)
27

JANUARY
(1)
2
7
8
9
14
15 16
21
22 23
28
29 30

*Workshop Days:
September3
November 1 and 8
March 13 and 20

3

10
17
24
31

w

M

17 Work Days
() Veterans' Day 11/11
( ) Thanksgiving 11/28-29
0Required Wksp Day Group A
00Required Wksp Day Group B

(6)

13
20
27

T

APRIL
1
2
(7)
(8) (9)
14
15
16
21
22 23
28
29 30

F

7
[14]
21
28

6
13°
2000
27

3
(10)
17
24

18 Work Days
[ ] Optional Snow Day
() Presidents' Day 2/17

21 Work Days
0Req Wksp Day Group A
00Req Wksp Day Group B

17 Work Days
() Spring Vacation
4/6-4/10

MAY
15 Work Days
( ) Winter Vacation
12/23/91-1/1/92

21 Work Days
() New Years' Day
( ) M.L. King Day 1/20

[4]
11
18
(25)

5

6

12
19
26

20
27

1
8
15
22
29

2
9
16
23
30

#School Starts: September 4
#School Ends: June 12

13

JUNE
3

10
17

24

7
14
21
28

1
8
15
22
29

4
11
18
25

12#
19
26

5

19 Work Days
( ) Memorial Day 5/25
[ ] Optional Snow Day

lOWorkDays
#School Ends 6/12/92

Trimester:
November 27
March 6
June 12

1. This calendar is based on 180 work days, plus 3 required workshop days. (Note: Contracts with 10
extended days shall also work June 15-19 and August 25-31.)
**Special Note: October 11 and March 20 are statewide in-service days. Professional leave substitutes will
, only be provided for officers of organizations or presenters at approved conferences.

Group A and B schools listed on reverse.
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( September 1991
Monday

Sunday

Tuesday

Labor Day

)
Friday

Thursday

Wednesday

Certificated Breakfast

Saturday

School Starts

-

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

.
8

9

10

11

12

13

.

14

-

(.)
<.O

r

l

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

29

30

-

( October 1991 )
Tuesday

Monday

Sllllday

Wednesday

Friday

Thursday

PTA/Principal Workshop
Board Room 9:30-11 :30

Saturday

-

1

2

3

4

5

No secondary school

Grade 4/8 test week begins

Early release elementary
I

6

7

9

8

10

12

11

.
C
c.o

13

14

15

16

17

21

22

19

25

26

I

Senior Citizens Week
20

18

23

24

30

31

Grade 10/11 test week begins

r

l

27

28

29

--

....

~

\

( November 1991
Tuesday

Monday

Sunday

Wednesday

)
Thursday

Friday

Sarurday

No school Group A
Secondary early release

1

2

No School Group B

I

4

3

6

5

7

8

'

9

Veterans Day

w

'

Conference Week-Group A

(0

EH, FW, LY, PL, RW, SB, CC, KE, N-08, PO, SC, SG

11

10

12

13

14

15

16

21

22

23

Last Day Group A
Conference Week

Conference Week Group B
CV, CW, HE, MS, PT, COY, GL, JC, ME, SH

18

17

19

20

Last Day Group B
Conference Week

Thanksgiving Holiday

r

(

24

25

26

-

27

28

I
29

- 30

( December 1991

1

Wednesday

Tuesday

Monday

S1D1day

3

2

)
Thursday

4

Friday

5

Saturday

6

7
I

8

10

9

11

12

13

14
•

LL

CD

15

18

17

16

19

20

21

26

27

28

Winter Vacation
22

24

23
Winter Vacation

25

I

I
I

-·

29

30

31

-

-'\

( January 1992 )
Sunday

Monday

Wednesday

Tuesday

ThUIBday

Friday

Saturday

School Reswnes

New Year's Day

1

2

3

4

'

5

6

8

7

9

10

11
'

12

C,

co

13

14

15

16

· 17

18

20

21

22

23

24

25

29

30

31

Martin Lulber Kmg Day

19
No Secondary School

Early Release Elementary

r
'

26

27

28

-,

~)
,

[ February 1992
Swiday

Monday

)

Wednesday

Tuesday

Thursday

Friday

Saturday

1
Grade 6 test week begins

I

3

2

6

5

4

8

7
Anow Make-up Day

'

::I:

co

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

17

18

19

20

21

22

27

28

Presidents Day

16

-

r-

23

24

25

-·

26

~

· 29

( March 1992 ]
Monday

Sunday

1

Tuesday

WecbJ.esday

2

3

Friday

Thursday

4

Saturday

5

6

7

No School Group A
Secondary Early Release
t

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

No School Group B

<.D

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

26

27

28

Conference Week Group A
22

Conference Week Group B

r

29

24

23

30

25

I
31

-

-..

J

[ April 1992 ]
Monday

Sunday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Friday

Thursday

Saturday

Group B Conference Week continues

2

1

6

5

7

8

9

4
'

I

Spring Vacation

I

3

10

11
.

12

13

14

15

-

16

J

co

17

18

24

25

Community Appreciation

Grade 2 test week begms

Dinner

19

20

21

22

23
Washington S1a1e PTA
Convention, Seaule

-

\'

26

27

28

-

29

30

-

'

I

[ May 1992 ]
Tuesday

Monday

Sunday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

Saturday

I

PTA Convention continues

1

2

Snow Make-up Day

I

Kindergarten Registration

·3

4

6

5

7

8

'

9

t

Kindergarten Registration

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

25

26

27

28

29

30

Memorial Day

24

31

-

,

...

!...-..........

~
(0

<C

( June 1992 }
Sunday

Wednesday

Tuesday

Monday

Thursday

Friday

Sarurday

Last Day for Seniors

2

1

3

4
Kent-Meridian, Kentridge,
Kentwood graduations

Kent West graduation

School ends

.

-

7

8

9

10

6

5

11

12

13

.

,I

I

-

....J

c.o

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

29

30

-

-,

Twelve Month Tickler File
A:na,wt

\ I

Prepare calendar
Include:
Holidays
Grading periods, poor work notices, "report cards to Dennis"
dates
Meeting dates
Early release dates
Meet with PTA on calendar:
Prepare facilities use permit for PTA activities
Mark master calendar
Prepare building schedule:
Recesses, PE/music, alternate Fridays
Prepare for September meetings:
Building committees
Building procedures
Discipline
Playground
Expectations
Building/ district goals:
Meet with chairpersons to set goals
Spend budget:
Ask for carryover if necessary
Check in KCDA order
Complete hiring
Communicate enrollment figures with Elaine
Check class ·lists for balance
Make necessary staff adjustments
Mail newsletter to parents by beginning of fourth week with important
dates, welcome, program explanation, goals
Mail note to staff by end of second week with retreat date:
Plan retreat, check retreat budget - first week
Prepare materials for retreat:

J
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Planning calendars
State of school speech
Enter budget in computer for next year
Team meeting agendas:
Set curriculum calendars
Agree upon policies including homework, grading, discipline
Schedule:
B~

Walk-a-thon
September
Confirm:
PTA dates
Prepare for September meetings
Building committees
Building procedures:
Discipline
Playground
Expectations
Building/ district goals:
Meet with chairperson to set goals
Prepare for September calendar for Gator News and staff
Publications - review for parents:
Important dates
Discipline procedures
Safe arrival procedures
Bus/parking lot procedures
Building goals
Visitation procedures
Send out October calendar last week in September with
newsletter
Get bio from staff person
Schedule:
Walk-a-thon assembly
Assemblies
Halloween party
MAT testing
8

~

ASB election
Primary election location
Bus duty
Faculty room duty
PTA meeting liaison
Bios for newsletter
Room Mothers' tea
Subs for Fort Worden
Goal conferences
Observations
Subs for Kindergarten conferences
Subs for early release days
New parent welcome in October
Plan for:
Open house
Walk-a-thon
Goal meetings
Staff development
School pictures
~

)

ASB election
Opening of student store, sale of binders
Staff meeting agendas:
Discipline review
Building procedures
Committee members
Workshop attenders
Purchasing procedures review (including deadlines for spending
discretionary money)
Attendance taking - import of accuracy
Goals for year
Effective Ed procedures
Date for school of excellence
Classified staff agendas:
Job assignments
9

Playground rules lessons
Discipline policy
Importance of talking with teachers about kids
Team meeting agendas:
Review and agree on procedures for:
Discipline and rewards .
Homework
SSR for area
Room procedures
Review curriculum for month as set in August
Activities that welcome students and establish expectations
Field trip for year (reserve money in budget)
October
Confirm:
PTA dates
Program dates
Assembly scheduling
Plan for:
Room Mothers' team
Peer coaching schedule
Staff development
Senior citizens' week
Special lunch for early release day
New parent welcome
United Way drive
Schedule:
Ice cream social
Halloween parties
Vision screening
Senior citizens' week-box lunch
SS goal chairpersons meeting
Veteran's day assembly
Reminders:
Bio for newsletter
PTA meeting schedule
Early release
10

Poor work reports
Workshop attenders
New parent welcome
Staff meeting agendas:
Importance of accuracy in attendance
Spending equipment money
Senior citizens' week
Goal review /progress
Set measurable goal outcomes
Minority plan
Classified staff meeting agenda:
Review progress on playground
Discuss job responsibility
Minority plan
Publications:
Program announcement
Evening conferences
Goal progress report
Survey on topic
November
Confirm:
PTA dates
Program dates
Assembly scheduling
Plan for:
Veterans' day assembly
BBQ or special lunch
Food drive in December
Schedule:
Conferences
BBQ or special lunch
Day to exchange grades
Winter vacation parties
New parents welcome in December
Reminders:
Conferences
11

'

)

)

Early release days
Thanksgiving break
Gifted nominations
Report cards to Dennis day
Staff meeting agendas:
Schedule conferences
Schedule evening conference date
Goal review
Minority plan
Classified staff meeting agendas
Publications
December
Confirm:
PTA dates
Program dates
Assembly scheduling
Plan for:
KCDA order
Assign person to take inventory
Ask staff for input
Review budget
Food drive
I am somebody activities for January
New parent welcome
Schedule:
Volleyball tournament
Food drive begin and end dates
Reminders:
Remind sixth of MAT testing
Staff meeting agendas
Classified staff meeting agendas
Publications
January
Confirm:
PTA dates
Program dates
12

Assembly scheduling
Plan for:
Martin Luther King activities
Schedule:
Reminders:
Remind sixth of MAT testing
Gifted nominations
Staff meeting agendas
Classified staff meeting agendas
Publications
KRC Parents as Partners workshop
Febrwu.y
Confirm:
PTA dates
Program dates
Assembly scheduling
Plan for:
Schedule:
Reminders:
Staff meeting agendas
Classified staff meeting agendas
Publications
March
Confirm:
PTA dates
Program dates
Assembly scheduling
Plan for:
Schedule:
Reminders:
Staff meeting agendas
Classified staff meeting agendas
Publications
April
Confirm:
PTA dates
13

Program dates
Assembly scheduling
Plan for:
Schedule:
Reminders:
Staff meeting agendas
Classified staff meeting agendas
Publications
Confirm:
PTA dates
Program dates
Assembly scheduling
Plan for:
Schedule:
Reminders:
Staff meeting agendas
Classified staff meeting agendas
Publications
Confirm:
PTA dates
Program dates
Assembly scheduling
Plan for:
Schedule:
Reminders:
Staff meeting agendas
Classified staff meeting agendas
Publications

)

Confirm:
PTA dates
Program dates
Assembly scheduling
Plan for:
14

Schedule:
Reminders:
Staff meeting agendas
Classified staff meeting agendas
Publications

)

15

Forms
The following is an alphabetical list of the forms that are used
throughout the year.
Fonns
Access To Student Records
Accident Form - employee
Accident Form - student
Affidavit of Insurance
Attendance
Authorization For Automatic Deposits
Bilingual
Blue Cross
Bomb Threats
Book Fees
Change of Address
Child Abuse/Neglect
Community Use of Building
Contractual Agreement Forms
Corporal Punishment
Dental Forms
Department of Labor and Industries
Detention Letters
Discipline
Employee Discretionary Leave Request
Emergency Information - employees
Equitable Accident Claim Form
Evaluation - Certificated
Evaluation - Classified
Evaluation - Substitutes
Field Trip
Field Trip Parental Info
Film/Video
Fire Drills
Fund Raiser ID Cards

16

( )

Grievance
Hazardous Training Certificate
Hiring
Home Language Survey
In-House Counseling
Interview Forms - Certificated
Interview Forms - Classified
Inventory
Key Control
Lamination Forms
Maintenance Job Sheet
Maintenance Work Request
Maternity /Parental Leave Request
Mileage Forms
Multi-Sensory
Observation Forms - others
Observation Forms - teachers
Outstanding Employee
Personnel Request
Professional Leave Request
Protective Custody
Preview Forms
Print shop Requisition
Purchasing
Record Request
Release Forms
Requisitions
School Meals Letter
Sick Leave Buy-Out
Snow Sign-In
Student Progress Report
Substitute Flipchart
Surplus Textbook
Test Exclusion
Test Materials Request
Textbooks
17

Timesheets - white
Timesheets - yellow
Transfer
Transportation
Travel Authorization
Vandalism
Volunteer Check
W-4

Warehouse Requisition
Waiver of Attendance
Withdrawal

)

._)
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Files

)

The following is a listing of all the office files. This is subject to
change. If you have any questions check with the office staff.
Accounting - Budget
Accounting
ASB Budget Worksheets
Budget 1990-1991
Budget Transfers
Budget Worksheets
Citizen's Budget Review Committee
Revolving Fund
Colored Budget Folders
Administrative
Absence Forms - completed
ACE
Affidavit of Car Insurance - completed
Aids
Archive
Area Manager
Assemblies
Awards/Certificates - samples
AWSP
BEA Report
Babysitter List
Blackline Masters
Boundaries
Building Permit
Calendars
Camp
Cash Receipts
Certification
Christmas Card List
Communications
Computer Lab
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Conferences
Copy Machine
Correspondence
Credit Union
Crises Management
Date Processing Steering Committee
Day Care Waiver Letters
Dental Insurance
Drug Education
Early Entry
Earth Day
Earthquake Info
Employee Accident Form - completed
Endorsements
Enrollment
ESL Program
Emergency Disaster Information
Ethnic Reports
Extended Time Request
Fair Labor Standards Act
Field Trip Forms - completed
Field Trip Information
5 Year Plan
Flag Football
Food Services
Fund raising
Gifted Program
Goal Review
Grants
Grass Lake Model
Hazardous Materials
Health
Home Instruction
Immunizations
Inventory

)

KCDA
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Kent Parks and Recreation
Keys
Kindergarten
Kindergarten Round-Up
Language Arts
Leave Info
Legislation
Levy
Library Remodel
Lice
Loans and Borrows
Maintenance
Maintenance Work Request - completed
Management Team
Maps
Mentor Teacher
Mileage Chart
Mini Grant
Minutes - KSD
Minutes - Steering Committee
Multi-Sensory
Music
NAESP
NASA Seed Project
Newsletter Items
Owner Manuals
Overload Times
PTA
P.A.s and P.R.s
Parent Handbook
Personnel
Personnel Request Forms - completed
Personal Services Contracts - completed
Pictures Info
Poison Plan Bulletins
Powerlines
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Principal's Association
Printing
Programs
Prospective Volunteer Info
Research Reports
Retentions - Student
Retreat Information
RICH Reading
RISO 2500
Safety
Science
Schools - 21st Century
School Programs
Security
Seniority Items
Social Studies
Special Education
Staff Addresses
Staff Development
Staffing
Student Accident Form - completed
Student Teachers
Student Supply List by Grade Level
Substitute Request Guidelines
Summer School
Tech Levy
Telephones
Textbook Inventory
Tutors
Vision Plan
Upholsterers
Voting
Warranties
Word Processing Admin. Building
Workshops/Conferences
Plus - Revolving Fund Computer Reports in bottom drawer.
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E:m.ergency Procedures
Crisis Checklist

)

In case of emergency, consider each of the following steps.
After Hours Call
Call 9-911
1.
2.
Get accurate names and spellings.
3.
Call KSD Security, 256
572-2406
4.
Call Judy Parker, 524
630-0425
5.
Call Elaine Collins, 215
630-9422
6.
Call George Daniel, 200
631-6062
7.
Call principals of impacted schools
8.
Call parents
If principal doesn't know, call him at home.
Get accurate information, and as much as you can.
DO NOT speak to media, uninvolved parents or any community
members. Let Judy Parker's office handle this.
Prepare necessary information for staff (by bulletin or meeting)

Crisis Intervention Plan
Areas of Responsibility
Principal
1.
Meet with CIT to get facts, determine level of crisis and
determine level of intervention.
2.
Conduct a staff meeting before school to provide facts and
provide a plan of action.
3.
Identify specific personnel for assignment.
4.
Provide student with facts via the intercom.
5.
Contact Area Manager/Superintendent, ext. 218.
6.
Contact district communications person, ext. 524.
7.
Contact Health Services/Employee Assistance ext. 235.
8.
Contact President, Grass Lake PTA, Donna Pfingston
631-0991.
9.
Contact family of victim.
Educational Assistant
1.
Coordinate in building implementation of plan.
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2.

Designate specific rooms and offices to be used to assist
individuals (students and staff) who may be in crisis.
3.
Have provisions made for substitute teachers, if needed,
ext. 210.
4.
Monitor and provide assistance during crisis intervention.
Counselor /Designated Person
1.
Assure all family members are contacted
2.
Identify victim close friends and "high risk" students and
monitor them.
3.
Facilitate counseling needs in response to a crisis.
4.
Contact community resources as needed.
5.
Collect student's personal belongings and school records
for parents.
Community Resources as needed

During crisis
1.
Emergency: Police, fire, aid 9-911
2.
Valley Medical Center - emergency room crisis center
228-3450.

)

Valley Medical Center Chaplaincy Program 228-3450.
Parent Group - Donna pfingston, 631-0991.
a.
Assist at school with students.
b.
Depending on the severity of the crisis, work with
administration to set up a meeting for community
involvement if deemed necessary.
5.
Family Services (EAP) 461-3885.
Public Relations Person
1.
Spokesperson for media contact. (Principal).
2.
Provide factual information to area schools (Judy Parker).
Faculty and Staff
Faculty members do set the tone for the rest of the school during a
crisis; therefore, it is our hope that the following information will aid during
or immediately following a crisis.
1.
Assess the situation and reassure students that the school
will help the family and the students.
2.
Give the students permission to express feelings without
feeling guilty.
3.
4.
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3.

)

If a student is particularly upset, allow them time to "get it

together" and then refer, if necessary.
4.
If you refer a person to a resource person, be sure they
arrive. Be aware that some people in crisis run.
5.
Watch for students that are strangely quiet. They have the
potential to be the most disturbed and are less likely to
seek help.
6.
Most importantly, maintain as normal a school day as
possible.
If you find yourself in a position where you are the primary counselor
in a crisis situation, remember:
1.
Notify the office; class coverage is available.
2.
Let the student know that his/her feelings, thoughts,
ideas, and concerns are valued and safe with you.
3.
Make proper physical contact; ie., touch a hand, provide a
shoulder to cry on or strong arms of support.
4.
Encourage questions, but do not try to answer the
impossible. "I know" or "I don't know," said with feeling,
can be a good answer. Sometimes a listening ear is all
people need.
5.
Silent support can be the best. Sitting quietly with
someone while they grieve can be the greatest comfort at a
moment of crisis.
6.
Don't be afraid to talk about the person or situation. This
is especially true as you move away from a crisis.
7.
If you too are personally touched by the crisis, please, seek
advice and reassurance for yourself. In a school situation
we are all touched by tragedy or crisis and respond
differently to such situations.
Levels of Crisis
The first step in a crisis is to quickly assess the severity of the
situation. Use the following guidelines to help you perform "triage", and to
allow you to keep the situation in perspective. The focus of this manual is
devoted to level one crisis.
Level One Crisis
1.
Crisis affects general student population, staff, community
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2.
3.
4.
5.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

and perhaps other schools.
Outside resources are needed immediately.
Crisis effects will linger for a week or more.
Observed hysteria, students out of control, community
agitated.
Media vehicles descend on campus.
Level Two Crisis
Crisis affects more than one family, multiple classmates
and/or more than a single classroom.
In-building resources are inadequate; calling on outside
resources needed.
Crisis effects may last over several school days.
Potential for hysteria, wild rumors, and group emotions.
Media contacts the school.
Level Three Crisis
Effects confined to immediate family and a few close
friends.
Potential to exceed in-building resources; information
regarding outside resources is needed.
Effects of crisis may extend beyond a single school day.
Potential for rumors.
Potential for media interest.
Level Four Crisis
Effects confined to those individuals directly involved.
The in-building human resources are adequate to meet the
need.
The crisis is of short duration and is not disruptive to class
or school routine.
No information is confirmed.
No apparent media interest

Fire Drill Procedure
1.
2.
3.

_)

The signal will be the Fire Drill bell.
Follow exit route specified in Staff Handbook.
Turn out your room lights.
You are asked to turn out ut the lights to your room to minimize the
electrical danger to the firefighters should an actual fire occur. This can be
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done in two ways. First, you can shut out your own lights using the light
switches in your room. Or, one of the members of the area team can use the
master switch for the area to shut off everybody's lights. The master
switches are located in the hallways leading to each area. If you are not
aware of the location of the nearest switch, just ask.
4.
Shut your doors.
A few of the doors to the classrooms do not shut themselves
completely if you just let them go. Please shut them firmly behind you.
Closed doors keep any fire from being fanned and growing into a larger fire.
5.
Locate each student.
Check the bathrooms, (and any other cubbieholes). for missing
students. You would not want a missing child to be on your conscience
while the building was burning down in front of you. Make sure you and your
area teammates know who will check the bathrooms and other areas for
missing students
6.
Stand quietly facing away from the building.
7.
During recess students will go quickly to their class area and line up.
8.
Off duty teachers will report to their class and count students.
9.
Re-enter building following "all clear" bell.
10. Identify an alternate route from your room in case of a real fire
emergency.
We will be blocking different doors during drills. Make sure you have
an alternate route, and students know how to use it.

Bomb Threat Procedures
1.

There will be an announcement before you hear the Fire Drill bell
starting, "Students are to take their coast with them for an extended
Fire Drill"
When you hear this announcement, please take what you need to be
comfortable outside for what could be a long time.
2.
Follow regular fire drill routine:
Shut off lights.
Close doors completely.
Locate each student.
Count them as they stand silently, facing away from the building.
3.
Be prepared to stay for a while.
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Searching the building takes time, so think about a quiet activity you
can organize while you are out there. (telegraph, rhyming games, alphabet
games, etc) It will make the time pass more quickly.
4.
In the event of inclement weather, after checking the gym and
covered areas, students and staff will be told to report there.
Follow assembly seating plan.
5.
Office staff will inform central administration of the situation, asking
them to call King County Police.
6.
Custodians will power-down all nonessential utilities.
7.
DO NOT re-enter building until "all clear" bell has sounded.

Snow Emergency Procedure
1.

)

Listen to the radio for announcements as to opening of school.
Remember your phone tree obligation.
2.
All teaching staff must arrive at least 1/2 hour before students.
3.
Sign in as you arrive in the office.
4.
Review Snow Safety Procedures with your students.
5.
Sign out as you leave.
Be sure to note a total of 6.5 hours (if school is one hour late), or 5.5
(if school is two hours late).
Remember that just 1 /2 hour before and after school on our regular
schedule is not a 7.5 hour day.

Earthquake Procedure
1.

Earthquake drills will use the same bells ad fire drills, but the signal
· will be intermittent rather than continuous.
2.
Take cover underneath the nearest desk or table.
No one should walk about looking for a particular spot.
3.
Tum your back to any windows or other glass items.
Be aware of all hazardous areas in your room, so you can verbally warn
students to face away from them. These hazards may not change, but the
location of students in relationship to them will as they change seating
arrangements.
4.
Crouch with head down, and both hands covering the back of the
head. Become as compact as possible, with the head well protected.
5.
Remain silently beneath the desk until the "all clear" bell sounds.

)
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If students are to hear announcements/reminders/warnings from you

or someone else, they must stay silent. Their silence will also helm them to
keep calm.
6.
Students outside the building should get away from the building and
other tall objects which might fall.
Stay outside.
7.
If inside portable, tum off lights and heat for your safety.
**In an event of a real earthquake, when it stops, immediately locate
each student, inform the administrator if you have found or lost a child.
Note any particularly hazardous situations in your area and alert children to
potential dangers.
Do Not Move: Listen for instructions, prepare to exit building
following safest route, remember the weather, dress appropriately if
possible, stay with your class (office will immediately deliver messages to
staff as they arrive).
Under no circumstances should anyone approach or re-enter any
public building unless instructed to do so by a person in authority.
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KENT SCHOOL DISTRICT
School District No. 415, King County
Kent, WA 98031
J

EXIT DRILL REPORT

School- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -Month- - - - - - - -19- - - - - - - Fire Department Responsible - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - NOTE:

(1)

Exit drills required one (1) time per month for elementary schools; one(l)
time every two months for secondary schools. (If there are accidental exit
drills, these can i. ... used in their place).

(2)

Prior notification of exit drills will be made to the alarm-monitoring
company at least 10 minutes before drill. (572-2406)

(3)

At completion of drill, notify the alarm-monitoring company. (572-2406)

**

**************

DRILL

Time- -- - - -Date- - - - - -

Alarm-Monitoring Company Notified

Time _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

) Was fire department present at drill?

Yes- - - - - -

No- - - -

Time required to evacuate building - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - Special comments_ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Principal

*** * ************ *

~ \ SO: 11/90
,_ ,_/ Copies to:
(1) Security (Original)
(2) School File
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A SUPPLY OF BOMB THREAT REPORT FORMS SHOULD BE KEPT BY THE OFFICE TELEPHONE
AT ALL TIMES.
KENT PUBLIC SCHOOLS
BOMB THREAT REPORT
NOTE:

Persons making bomb threats are usually
very egotistical. Sympathize with them.
Keep caller talking as long as possible.
DO NOT TRANSFER CALL TO ANYONE.

EXACT WORDS OF PERSON CALLING:

Date- - - - - - - Time call received- , - - - Time call completed- - -

---------------------

QUESTIONS TO ASK THE CALLER:
1.

When is bomb going to explode?

2.

Where is bomb right now?

3.

What kind of bomb is it?

4.

What does it look

5.

Why did you place the bomb?

6.

What did you say your name was?

-------------------

---------------------~

---------------------like?- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

-------------------

7.

What is your address Mr./Mrs. - - -? - -- - - - - - - - - -- -- DESCRIPTION OF CALLER'S VOICE: Male_ _Female~~- Age: Young~Middle Aged_ Old_
Tone of voice- - - - - - - -Accent- - - - - -Background noise..,...----Was voice familiar? Yes __No__ If yes, who did it sound like?_ _ _ _ _ _~
REMARKS:

------------------------------

Person receiving call

--------------Home

Person monitoring call

phone

-------

Home phone- - - - - - 298

Responsibilities
Associated Student Body Constitution
Article I
1.
2.
Article II
Object
1.

The name of this organization shall be Grass Lake Student
Council.
The school colors shall be green and white.

The goal of the Student Council of Grass Lake shall be to further
their education and prepare for the future by developing
attitudes of and practice in good citizenship, promote
harmonious relations throughout the school, improve school
morale, assist in the management of the school, provide a forum
for student expression, provide orderly direction of school
activities, and promote the general welfare of the school.

Article III
Object
1.

2.

3.

The Student Council is governed by the school administration.
Some of the specific responsibilities the principal has in
govei::ning the school, but not limited to are:
a.
Approving the scheduling of all activities, including dates,
times and attendance restriction.
b.
Approving all financial matters, including fund raising,
activities, budgeting, and distribution of funds.
c.
Approving all student council activities.
d.
See that all procedures in Policy 5130 Student Body
Organization are followed.
The principal has the right to veto any act of the student council
or to take away any of the powers held to it.

Article IV
Membership
1.
The active membership in this association shall consist of the
students enrolled at Grass Lake.
2.
To be eligible to vote in student council elections, students must
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3.

)

be in the grades one through six.
The honorary members of the association shall consist of the
principal, educational assistant, the faculty of the school, and
such persons as the organization shall wish to select. Honorary
members are not eligible to vote in student council elections.

Article V
Governing Body
1.
The associated student body of Grass Lake shall be steered by a
Student Council consisting of one member and one alternate
from each first through sixth grade classroom. The members
shall be known as "Student Council Representatives". This body
will be lead by a six member Executive Board, who will share the
responsibilities of the traditional offices of President, Vice
President, Secretary and Treasurer.
2.
Executive board elections
a.
Elections for executive board positions will beheld the
second Tuesday in October
b.
Students running for a position will file two weeks prior to
the election date.
c.
Students running for a position will fully complete the
Candidate Entry Form.
d.
The principal will determine whether there will be both a
primary and a general election or just a general election by
the first week in October.
e.
The candidates receiving the highest number of votes for
their grade level will be elected.
f.
Ballots will be prepared for each homeroom containing the
names of all those who have filed for office.
g.
Each student will vote for one candidate per grade level.
3.
Student council representatives
a.
Student Council members will be elected by members in
their classroom.
b.
The one candidate from each classroom receiving the
most votes will be declared elected. The candidate
receiving the second most votes will be the alternate.
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c.

4.

The Student Council representatives will be installed at
the Veteran's Day Assembly by the Principal.
d.
The Student Council shall consist of a representative from
each homeroom and an alternate.
The duties of Student Council Representatives and Alternates
a.
Represent classroom at Student Council meetings.
b.
Provide leadership to students in classrooms and
encourage them to take part in activities provided by
school and Student Council.
c.
Student Council Representatives maybe re-elected.
d.
Regular meetings of the Student Council may be called at
the times established by the Executive Board and advisor.
e.
Special meetings may be called at the discretion of the
Executive Board, advisor or principal.
f.
Quorum: A quorum for any meeting shall consist of threefourths of the regular members entitled to attend the
meeting.
g.
Representatives and their alternates are expected to
attend each meeting. Representatives or alternates that a
are absent from more than four meetings will need to be
replaced.

Article VI
Procedure, Authority, Amendments
1.
The Student Council will in the first tour meetings each year,
review this constitution for their information.
2.
The Student Council will operate following a modified
parliamentary procedure.
3.
This constitution may be amended by a two-thirds vote of all the
members of the Student Council, provided that the amendment
was submitted in writing to the membership of the Student
council at a previous meeting and discussed in classroom
meetings.
4.
Committees will be formed as needed to include but not be
limited to: yearbook, talent show, field day, constitution, food
drive, and paper drive.
5.
An advisor will be assigned by the principal for each committee.
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Article VII
Officers
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

)

6.

The officers of this organization shall be members of the
Executive Board, with rotating responsibilities.
The executive board will include three (3) sixth and three (3)
fifth graders
Term of office
a.
Officers will serve from the day of installation to the final
day of school.
Vacancy
a.
The candidate in fourth place following the general
election will assume the responsibilities of the officer who
is leaving. Officers may be replaced only by a student in
the same grade. The Executive Board will maintain three
(3) fifth and three (3) sixth graders.
Removal of officers
a.
Officers may be removed by the circulation of a recall
petition bearing 51 % of the signatures of the students and
followed by an election wherein a two-thirds majority vote
will be required for removal.
b.
Violation of Kent School District Policy 5114 may result in
probation, restriction, or removal from office of student
council officers.
c.
An officer may be removed from office by accumulating
absences, behavior difficulties, and/ or is not performing
satisfactorily academically, as defined in the Code of
Conduct.
Election of officers
a.
The Student Council officers will be elected by a majority
vote of all members of the ASB using a secret ballot.
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Application for Executive Board
Name
Grade_ __
I would like to be on the Grass Lake Executive Board because

Teacher permission
Being on the executive board will be extra work, but I am willing to spend
the necessary time and effort to do my best job.

Student Signature

)

Election Rules
1.
You may have a total of three posters 12" x 24".
2.
You need to consider visiting classrooms of the younger students.
Please make arrangements with primary teachers by giving them a
note indicating when they would like you to visit. Put the note in their
mail box in the office.
3.
Candidate assembly will be (insert date). Prepare a two to three
minute speech highlighting your qualities as a leader, decision maker,
student and enthusiastic promoter of Grass Lake.
4.
Primary assembly will be at (insert time), and the intermediate
assembly will be (insert time). You will speak at both assemblies.
5.
Election will be held on (insert date) after the candidate assembly, in
each classroom. Results will be announced before you leave school
(insert date).
Article VIII
Duties of the officers
1.
Duties of the executive board members include.
a.
Preside over the meetings of the student council.
b.
Establish an agenda prior to student council meetings.
c.
Use correct modified parliamentary procedure when
necessary.
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d.
e.
f.
g.
h.
i.
j.

k.
1.

m.
n.

)

Appoint committee chairpersons.
Appoint committees.
Supervise all committees that need supervision at any
given time.
See that the council abides by the modified parliamentary
procedures and the constitution and by laws.
Assist the council members in learning correct
procedures.
See that the constitution is carried out completely.
Take, distribute and post minutes of all official meetings of
the student council.
Handle correspondence for the council.
Collect and account for ASB funds collected by the student
council.
Operate the school store.
Assist in the purchase of items the student council may
vote to purchase.

Article IX
ASB Budget
1.
The principal or his designate must prepare a consolidated
budget of ASB revenues and expenditures for the support of the
ASB program.
2.
This consolidated budget will be presented to the student
council for their review each spring.
3.
The principal shall prepare accounting procedures and records
for the ASB funds in accordance with the rules, regulations, and
guidelines established by the State of Washington and the Board
of Directors, Kent School District.
4.
The principal shall be responsible for the approval of all ASB
expenditures and the disbursement of said funds.
Article X
School Poll
1.
The student council will conduct a school-wide poll during the
month of January. The entire ASB can express opinions on what
they like and dislike about Grass Lake, and make suggestions for
the student council to consider.
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Article XI
Awards
There will be awards assembly on the last day of each school year.
Awards will include but not be limited to:
Perfect Attendance
RICH

)

Band
Orchestra
President's Academic Fitness
President's Physical Fitness
Student Council: Outstanding Citizenship
Library
Outdoor Education
Article XII
Amendments
This constitution may be amended by a two-thirds vote of all the
members of the student council, provided that the amendment was
submitted in writing to the membership of the student council at a previous
meeting and discussed in classroom meetings.

ASB Budget Guidelines
Associated Student Body Program Budgets
1.
Associated Student Body program budgets must be compiled by
each school, approved by the respective student council and
principal. Elementary schools are not required to submit an
ASB budget to a student council. The elementary principal is
responsible for submitting an ASB budget. See sample F for
input format.
2.
A general description of anticipated transactions is to be
provided for Special Project Funds, Classroom Project Funds,
and other funds that are not self-descriptive. These explanation
are to be presented on a Budget Documentation form and must
be attached to appropriate ASB budget form.
3.
The District Budget Department will consolidate the individual
school ASB program budgets into a District ASB program fund
budget.

)
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4.

)

The activity code number system is identified on the following
pages. You may budget for an activity not listed after you have
confirmed with the Budget Department that it does qualify as an
ASB activity.
5.
For assistance in completing the ASB budget form and
documentation form, contact Mark Nutcher ext. 186 or Donna
Smith in budgeting ext. 295. Principals are to submit these
forms to the Budget Department no later than May 11th.
ASB Manual of Accounts
General
The account structure of the Associated Student Body is comprised of
seven (7) digits, ie., XXX-:XXXX:
The first three (3) digits represent school identification.
The next four (4) represent specific activities.
Note: The first digit of the set of four designates an activity class.
Schools - Elementary
625 - East Hill
7 40 - Ridgewood
635 - Kent
7 45 - Soos Creek
640 - Martin Sortun
7 4 7 - Spring Glen
645 - Neely-O'Brien
750 - Springbrook
650 - Pine Tree
820 - Cedar Valley
655 - Scenic Hill
825 - Covington
660 - Park Orchard
830 - Crestwood
720 - Carriage Crest
840 - Grass Lake
72 5 - Fairwood
843 - Horizon
730 - Lake Youngs
845 - Jenkins Creek
735 - Panther Lake
850 - Meridan
Activity Class
l.XXX - General Student Body
2XXX - Athletics
3.XXX - Classes
4XXX- Clubs
5.XXX - Payments from other districts
6.XXX - Private monies

)
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ASB Budget Form F

)

Purpose
The ASB Budget Form and Budget Documentation Form are intended
to provide an efficient means of correcting and documenting the revenue,
transfer, and expenditure data for the ASB fund budget. After the budget building process has been completed, these forms will be used to establish a
District ASB fund budget.
General Instructions
School numbers are three (3) digits long and consistent with general
fund location numbers. Preparer should subtotal after each activity ~roup,
ie.,
l:XXX - General Student Body
2:XXX - Athletics
3:XXX - Classes
4XXX- Clubs
5XXX - Payments from other districts
6XXX - Private monies
Specific Instructions
Activity Account Number
You may budget for an activity not listed after you have confirmed with
the Budget Department that it does quality as an ASB activity, an exception
being the use of account numbers 1100-1180 designated as "Special
Projects" and 1800-1804 designated as 'Vending Machines". Each school
may designate their own title for these accounts. The budget Department
will assign district codes for those schools that require more than one
"Special Project Account". Accounts 1080 and 1090 have been designated
as "Special Projects - Paper Drive" and "Special Projects - Recycling".
Contact Mark Nutcher of Donna Smith ext. 295 to confirm any new activity.
Note: Budget Documentation Form must be filled out for any account
that is not self-descriptive.
Beginning Balance

The best estimate at time of preparation for each account on August
31st. Schools should take into account expected summer transactions, ie.,
revenues that will be received and expenditures (not already encumbered via
an open purchase order) that will be paid during the summer months.
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Note: Accounting and Budget Department may adjust beginning
balances. If adjustments are made to the opening balances, schools
will receive documentation on all changes.
Revenues
Expected revenues that will be received September 1st to August 31.
Substantial variances from the previous budget year should be noted on
the "Budget Documentation form".
Interactivity Transfers
Expected transfers of funds from one activity to another, ie., if
revenues generated in one activity are to be sent in another activity, then
they should be budgeted there.
Example: if funds such as Reserves (1040) or Investment earnings
(1003) are to be spread to certain school activities, or if revenues generated
from athletics are to be put towards reserves, classes, clubs, etc.
Expenditures
Expected expenditures to be made during the budget year,
encumbrances included. Substantial variances from the previous budget
year should be noted on the "Budget Documentation Form".
Ending Balance
Arithmetic of Beginning Balance + Revenues + Inter-activity transfers Expenditures = Ending balance.
Notes:
1.
Budget in whole dollars only.
2.
Interactivity Transfer estimates from one activity to another
must be offsetting (example: and Interactivity transfer of $1,000 in Reserve Activity #1040 must show and Interactivity
transfer of +1,000 in another activity number of offset it.
3.
Activity #1003, "Investment Earnings" is a revenue account and
aside from beginning/ ending figures may show only a revenue
and/ or interactivity transfer budget - no ex;penditure bud,let
amount.
4.
Activity #1030, "Administration", is an expenditure account and,
aside from beginning/ ending figures,m can show only an
expenditure and/ or interactivity transfer budget - no revenue
bud~et amount.
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5.

Activity #1040, "Reserves" is a holding account and, aside from
beginning/ ending figures, can show only an interactivity transfer
budget - no revenue and no expenditure bud~ets.
6.
Subtotal after each activity group (ie., l:XXX, 2:XXX, etc.)
7.
Activities in the 6000 series, "Private monies" may be used only
if revenue is donated specifically for a charitable cause.
8.
Accounting and Budget offices may revise beginning budgets to
agree with opening balances if necessaiy. Copies of all changes
will be forwarded to schools.
Submittal of Forms and Questions
Forms are to be submitted to the Budget Department no later than
May 11th.
Questions can be directed to Mark Nutcher, ext. 186, or Donna Smith,
ext. 295.

ASB Fundraisers

}

Introduction
Fund-raising activities are a necessaiy part of the ASB program, both
in terms of the necessity for raising funds and/ or for student participation in
the school's activities program. This mainly applies to secondar schools,
where the activity program is more highly structured.
The activity must be compatible with the basic philosophy and
program of the Kent School District. The activity must also be in
accordance with the current school board policies and procedures approved
by the board of directors, with current state law and the district's ASB
manual.
This section defines the guidelines and considerations that must be
strictly adhered to with respect to sponsorship of activities, accounting
procedures, compliance with regulations, and the appropriateness of the
activity.
Control or Sponsorship of Activities
It is recognized that support groups, such as the fYTSA, may also raise
funds for these same student activities. There may not, however, be any
cosponsorship of events.
If the fund-raising activity is conducted under the direction and
control of an outside organization, then this is considered a private activity
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with the sole responsibility for collection and disbursement of funds being
with that organization.
The control of an activity is important to define when considering
fund-raising and financial resources. It is based in part on sponsorship as
outlined in the section of General Standards and Regulations. Based on legal
constraints of RCW 28A and WAC 392, this control is either with the
associated student body of the school district, or with a support group such
as the PfSA. This does not prohibit support and assistance by an outside
group for ASB activities, or conversely, support and assistance by students or
staff for private activities of an outside group.
Where the approval, supervision, and direction of an activity is under
the control of the school district, all fund-raising activity and financial
resources are considered ASB activities and funds, as such, these resources
are collected, deposited, and accounted for as outlined in this manual. The
ASB disburses those funds under applicable rules and assumes the risk of
any loss.
General Guidelines
1.
Student participation must be voluntary.
2.
Fund-raising activity must be such that it is not likely to create a poor
public relations image.
3.
The fund-raising activities efforts must not interfere with the
education program.
4.
Fund-raising activities cannot involve giving gifts as defined in the
introduction of this manual
In that light, the value of prized awarded in fund-raising raffles must
not exceed total amount of money raised.
5.
The students of a school may engage in fund-raising activities in
support of their student activities.
A distinction must be made to clearly define the sponsorship of
activities.
If the fund raising activity is with the approval, and at the direction or
under the supervision of the school district, then all monies are known as
"associated student body monies" and must be deposited directly into
district bank accounts, and they are to be accounted for in the associated
student body fund.

J
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While there may not be any cosponsorship of fund-raising activities, it
should be understood that the sponsoring group may contract with another
group for payment in exchange for help with the activity. Such arrangement
must be made separately from the determination of sponsorship of an event.
6.
Since each activity will be sponsored by one group or another,
losses suffered from an activity must be the sole responsibility of
the sponsoring group.
Don't Do This
These are hypothetical examples to illustrate problems that can occur
with ASB funds.
I.
An elementary school PTA is operating a student picture fundraiser. As in the past, the principal has signed the contract with
the photographer. The PTA is responsible for the operation of
the fund-raiser. They organize the students and get them ready
for their pictures. They collect the money for the orders,
deposit the receipts into their bank account and pay the
photographer.
The main problem with this scenario is that the principal
has signed the contract. Since the principal has executed
control in the activity, the revenues are considered ASB funds
and should be deposited into the ASB account. The solution
would be to either have the PTA sign the contract and have
complete control, or have the school take complete control
which would include receiving all the revenues and depositing
them to the ASB fund account.
2.
A coach has made a deal with the local distributor so that his
team players can buy workout shoes for themselves at a nice
discount. The players can bring in a check made either to the
coach or the distributor for their shoes.
The coach will bring the money all at once to the
distributor and the shoes will be ordered at that time.
The optional purchase of the shoes is considered an
extracurricular activity. Since it is an extracurricular activity of
the district, the money is considered ASB money and must be
deposited to the ASB account. The coach cannot take the
money directly to the distributor or deposit it into his own
42

3.

)

account. After the money is deposited into the ASB then a
purchase order may be completed and the shoes can be
purchased for the students. Another option would be to have
the students go directly to the distributor and purchase the
shoes at the discount price.
A club has decided that they want to make a donation to the
American Red Cross. Aware of the fact that they can only donate
money that has been donated specifically for that purpose, they
set up a free car wash and ask for voluntary donations for the
Red Cross. The donations are collected and deposited to the
ASB private monies account and a request for payment is sent to
the accounts payable department.
Toe source of funds for donations to charitable
organizations are "bona fide voluntary donations". By definition
in WAC 392-138-010 there must not be commensurate goods or
services received either directly or indirectly by the donor. The
"free" car wash is a commensurate service received by the
donor, so the collections cannot be considered "bona fide
voluntary donations" .

Sales Tax
The State of Washington Department of Revenue has made a special
rule that applies to ASB fund-raisers.
The ASB is only responsible for paying sales tax on the purchase price
of the goods to be resold. Sales tax should not be collected at fund-raisers.
Sales tax should be paid based on the purchase price to the vendor
when the goods are paid for. For out-of-state vendors, the ASB is
responsible for paying a use tax to the Department of Revenue on the
purchase price of the goods to be resold.

_)
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11110 TO OJ,L

FORMS
Adrienne Rockwell
Ext. 227

ASB Transfer Request
ASB Payment Order
Contractual Service
W-9

Warrant Request
Marilyn Norsby
Ext. 267

Receipt Books
Copies of Revolving Fund Checks

Dolores Holsten
Ext. 295

Bank Deposit Books
Cash Receipts Reporting Forms

Mark Nutcher
Ext. 186

Beginning Budget Forms
Fund Raiser Activity Forms

carol Bennett
Ext. 442

Transportation Field Trip Request Forms

Print Shop
Ext. 555

Travel Authorization & Request For Advance
Travel Reimbursement Claim Form
Fund Raiser student Cards

Warehouse
Ext. 236

Requisitions
Purchase Orders
Warehouse Requisitions

...
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QUESTIONS????
PLBASB CALL

Adrienne Rockwell
Ext. 227

Purchase Order Status Reports
Purchase Orders and Encumbrances
Coding An Expenditure
Invoices and Accounts Payable
Travel
Approval on Revolving Fund Limits

Marilyn Norsby
Ext. 267

status Reports
Interactivity Cash Transfers
Journal Entries & Code Corrections
Copies of Cancelled Revolving Fund Checks
Stop Payment on Revolving Fund Checks
Approval on Revolving Fund Limits
Petty Cash

Mark Nutcher
Ext. 186

ASB Budgets
Budget Status Reports
Fund Raiser Questions
Setting Up New Accounts

Dolores Holsten
Ext. 295

Cash Receipt Reports, Adjustments
NSF Checks

Donna Smith
Ext. 294

Setting Up New Accounts
Cash Receipts
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SAMPLE F
ACCOUNT CODE I

REVENUES

BALANCE

DESCRIPTION

--------------•------------------Jazz Band
4330
--------------·------------------4360
I Musicals
--------------·------------------SUB TOTAL
TOTALS:

TRANSFERS

1,000

3,000

so

500

'(SO)

1,125

3,525

(50)

4,180

8,725

i'

EXPENbITURES I

3,500

I

-----------------~

-------------------·--------------•-------------Gen Student Body I
2,505
I
3,600
-------------------•--------------·-------------Athletics
I
50
I
1,600
-------------------·--------------·-------------500
Classes

I

(1,900)
450

.

400

I

1,125

I

3,525

(50)

~
(.,)

I·

100
650

9,155

3,750

1,105

3,100

2,000

I

3,950

-------------------•--------------1--------------1
------------------•-----------------8,725
4,180
9,155
SCHOOL TOTALS
()

500

2;100

1,500

I

BALANCE

3,950

-------------------I-------------- I-------------- I------ ---------- ---- I-----------------clubs

2 of 2

Pai,,

650
3,750

KEN--r-PUBLIC SCHOOLS

YEAR
SAMPLE G

BUDGET DOCUMENTATION FORM

(SAMPLE OF ASB BUDGET DOCUMENTATION)
This form documents:
General Fund Expendiatures
A.S.B. Fund Accounts

Diyision:

X

Prepared by:
ACCOUNT CODE

· \

1080

AMOUNT

I

K~nt · valley JHS

Responsibility or School

N/A

KV

PREPARER'S NAME

Date:

4-2-90

DOCUMENTATION/COMfUTATIONS

I

Special Projects - Paper Drive - New Account
Two collection drives through the year.

-------------------------------------------------------------------------. .i::,.

4330

I

1,000

Jazz Band - Beginning balance due to gift by patron during sununer.

4330

I

3,ooo

Jazz Band - Revenues - Jazz festival ticket and donation receipts 60%

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------higher than last year due to twice the seating capacity and increase

u)

0

--------------in ticket cost.

4330

I

3,500

I

Jazz Band - Expenditures - Estimated excess cost to put on the festival

------------ ------ --------------------------------

this year.

Rental of hall= $2,000;

Promotion= $1,500

Fund-Raiser Reconciliation Worksheet
Cost of Goods Sold

1. Reeses
Item

0.35
400 X
Unit Cost
Units Sold

=

140.00
Cost of Goods Sold

2. Hershey's
Item

0.35
465 X
Unit Cost
Units Sold

=

162.75
Cost of Goods Sold

3. M&M's
Item

440 X
0.35
Unit Cost
Units Sold

=

154.00
Cost of Goods Sold

4. Rolo's
Item

475 X
0.35 =
166.25
Uf}it Cost
Cost of Goods Sold
Units Sold
X

5.
Item

Units Sold

Item

Units Sold

Item

Units Sold

Item

Units Sold

Item

Units Sold

=

Unit Cost
X

6.

Unit Cost
X

7.

8.

Unit Cost
X

Unit Cost
X

9.

Item

Units Sold

=
=
=

Cost of Goods Sold
Cost of Goods Sold
Cost of Goods Sold

=
Unit Cost

X

10.

Cost of Goods Sold

Cost of Goods Sold
=

Unit Cost

Cost of Goods Sold

Total Cost of Goods Sold =
Expanations:
Units Sold: Calculated from page 2.
Unit Cost: Price the ASB paid for each unit.
Cost of Goods Sold: Total cost to the ASB for the units sold.

Page 4
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623.00

New Purchasing Procedures
1.

2.

Raises maximum dollar amount for school and department purchase
orders going directly to vendors from $250.00 to $500.00, plus tax,
but; prohibits use for: travel-transportation and business machine
maintenance contracts of copiers, typewriters, etc.
Revises blanket purchase order minimum from $800.00 to $1,000.00.
Note: Please keep in mind that purchase orders typed on the
district purchase order form have a black dot for centering the line of
the vendor's address that will match up with the district standard
window envelope. Using this centering dot will save you retyping the
vendor's address on the envelope when using the U.S. mail.

Blanket Purchase Order
1.
If a blanket purchase order is desired, the principal or department

administrator shall determine if the following criteria are met:
Is the blanket purchase order necessary for efficient operation?
Is this a case where regular purchasing procedures will not be
adequate?
Will the purchases be for recurring services of common, "off the
shelf' items with vendors who regularly do business with the
district?
Will the blanket purchase order exceed $1,000.00 and be used f
or six months or longer? If less than $1,000.00 in amount and
revolving funds or small purchase P.O.'s are available, a blanket
purchase order may not be needed.
Will the purchases be for different items and not for numerous
like items which can be submitted for price quotas or bids?
Will the purchases be for perishable items that are unsuitable for
storage or items that cannot be predetermined by need and
availability?
If the above criteria are met and individual purchase of $2,500.00 or
more will not be made against the blanket purchase order, prepare a general
requisition form requesting a blanket purchase order; otherwise, select
another method of purchasing.
Complete a general requisition to include the following information:
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Reason for blanket purchase order.
Expected dollar amount of purchases and the duration to be
used.

_)

Adequate description of items or services to be furnished; ie.,
"for misc. musical instrument (string) repairs as required during
the period September 1, 1991 through August 31, 1991 ", "for
misc. electrical parts as required"; etc.
Identify the names of individuals authorized to place calls and
their individual dollar limitations: include telephone numbers
where available. Call authorizations are to be limited to those
persons who are required by their job assignment to make
purchases.
Any special terms and conditions that may be desired by the
district, ie., "Vendor Must Deliver".
Small Purchases Under $500.00
The following procedures shall be implemented by all schools and
departments for small purchases under $500.00
1.
Schools and departments will prepare and issue KSD Purchase
Order Forms to vendors.
a.
P.O's will be numbere·d using the same numbering system
used for the K.C.D.A. direct computer order entry system.
b.
Principals or department heads must sign all purchase
orders under $500.00
c.
Quotations are optional and may be documented on the
yellow copy of the purchase order form itself.
d.
Purchase order forms must be typed and completely filled
out. (see sample included)
e.
Purchase orders must be marked "confirming" when
appropriate, to avoid duplicate shipments.
f.
All changes to P.O.'s shall require preparation and issuance
of the Change Order Form, by the schools and
departments. (see sample included)
2.
Purchase limitations
a.
Use only for purchases under $500.00 plus tax.
b.
No splitting of your requirements of purchase orders shall
be made to avoid this monetary limitation. Purchases over
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3.

)

)

$500.00 shall follow regular purchasing procedures
through the Purchasing Department.
c.
Purchase Orders cannot be issued against Building Fund
(Capital Projects Fund for new construction) accounting
numbers. Use only General Fund or ASB account numbers
within your budget responsibility.
d.
Cannot be used for travel-transportation and annual
business machine maintenance contracts on copiers,
typewriters, etc.
Preparation and distribution
a.
All purchase order transactions must be accurate,
complete and documentation record files kept for five (5)
years.
b.
Frequent staff audits by Purchasing and Accounting
Departments shall be made to ensure user compliance
with these procedures.
c.
Distribution of Purchase Order and Continuation Sheet
Form shall be:
White
Copy to vendor
Pink
Copy to Accounting
Gold
Copy to Purchasing
White
Copy to Accounting when merchandise
has been received, with the packing slip
attached. (Your receiving copy).
Copy (your originator file copy)
Green
Blue & Yellow
Copies (extra-your option, can be
information copies)
d.
Distribution of Change Order Forms shall be:
Copy to vendor
White
Yellow
Copy to Purchasing
Copy (your originator file copy)
Pink
Gold
Copy to Accounting
e.
All invoices/packing slips and receiving reports must be
sent immediately to Accounting Department for payment
once goods have arrived. Payment procedures shall be the
same as if these purchasing orders had been issued by the
46

District Purchasing Department. Do not issue a Revolving
Fund check to pay for items ordered on any purchase
order.

)

'--)
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KENT PUBLIC SCHOOLS
12033 S. E. 256TH.
KENT, WA. 98031
PURCHASING DEPARTMENT
Department
Project
ReQuis ltion Numbers
Scllool

I

N/A

.

_ _1

PAGE l OF

SAMPLE

l

- -----

(206 ) 859-7234

Voe Ed.

Account No.

CHANGE
ORDER

c. O. Date

!

May 20, 1988

Ill

PURCHASE ORDER ·CHANGE NOTICE

I

MAIL INVOICES IN DUPLICATE TO :

I

PLEASE MAKE THE
FOLLOWING CHANGES
OR CORRECTIONS TO

TO · Rice Safety Equipment

5516 4th Avenue South
Seattle, WA. 98108

_J

Item no.

Quantity

.,

1

QUANTITY

I l

KENT SCHOOL DISTRICT NO. 415
12033 S . E. 256TH

PURCHASE
ORDER NO.

L
CHANGE
INVOLVES:

SUPERVISOR OF ACCOUNTING

DESCRIPTION

DATED

UNIT PRICE

-------A:pdl 2, 1988

P. 0.AMOUNT

. I J

[ l

[ l

V0128

PHONE:

(206) 859-7'227

OTHER

[

l

DESCRIPTION

Unit

KENT, WASHINGTON 98031

Unit Pr ice

Amount

$21.50

$215.00

~\

10 c/>,/ ': /'ea

Fire Extinguisher Cabinets,
Fire Chief No. 2 72
17.42
$232.42

·~\_...~. ~~\;.> ~ :.-"
),

**NOTE**

....... . :'\.
FOR/D ELIVERY
.
~

988

~

EVANS

**

I

.1

_,

A LL OTHER ITEMS AND ALL TERMS AND CONDITIONS ON ORIGINAL ORDER REMAIN UNCHANGED
""r-;•.,._ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- -- - - - -- - -- - ~ - -- -- - -- - - - -- - - KENT SCHOOL DISTRICT NO. 415
I

I

-;
!

CHANGE ORDER NOTICE

.j
I

. . ....

Nils Ladderud
Superv sor of Purchasing

47A
•

1,.., •• .._

'KENT
-

(

!

NIA

•

TO

KENT, WA 98031
(206) 859-7234

SCHOOL - DEPARTME~T - PROJECT

REOL,'; A!J:ION NUMBERS

PURCHASE ORDER

PUBLIC SCHOOLS

12033 S.E. 256TH
PURCHASING DEPARTMENT

S A M P L E
ACCOUNT NO

P.O. DATE

!

V ,..,. F_r1

PURCHASE
ORDER

PAGE 1 O F - - - - -

2 APRIL 1988

NO.

V0128

MAIL INVOICES IN DUPLICATE TO:

Rice Safety Equipment
5516 4th Avenue South
Seattle, WA. 98108

SUPERVISOR OF ACCOUNTING
KENT SCHOOL DISTRICT NO. 415
12033 S.E. 256TH
KENT, WASHINGTON 98031
MARK FOR

SHIP TO:

Kent-Meridian High School
10020 S.E. 256th St.
Kent, WA. 98031
ITEM
NO.

QUANTITY

UNIT

1

2

ea

(206) 859-7227

Richard Call
F.O.B. ,

TEAMS

Destination

DELIVER TO F.0 .8. POINT BY:

Net

!

AUGUST 5, 1988

DESCRIPTION

AMOUNT

Fire Extinguisher Cabinets, Fire Chief
No. Z::>U/2

$43.00
3.48
$46.48

-n::

verbal

4-1-88

.DEA IS ISSUED IN ACCORDANCE WITH YOUR
QUOTE OF
BY
AN'D 1S SUBJECT TO THE TERMS AND CONDITIONS AS CONTAINED ON THE BACK SIDE OF THIS FORM.
.
1.
2.
3.
-4.
5.
6.

SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS

Mr. Norm Evans
KENT SCHOOL DISTRICT NO. 415

SHOW PURCHASE ORDER NUMBER ON ALL INVOICES, CORRESPONDENCE, PACKAGES, BILLS OF LACING, ETC.
PREPAY ALL SHIPPING CHARGES AND ATIACH COPY OF FREIGHT BILL 10 INVOICE, IF F.0.B. ORIGIN.
NO G.0 .0 . SHIPMENTS WILL BE ACCEPTED.
NO RAILWAY EXPRESS AGENCY SHIPMENTS WILL BE ACCEPTED WITHOUT PRIOR APPROVAL.
PACKING SLIPS ARE REQUIRED ON ALL SHI PMENTS.
·
OUR PURCHASES ARE SUBJECT TO WASHING10N STATE RETAIL SALES TAX BUT NOT 10 ANY FEDERAL TAX.
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Nils Ladderud
PURCHASING

T

M

/,

Sample Budget Worksheet
Budget Worksheet
For__ /__
Budget#
0100-27-059
0100-27-073
0100-27-500
0100-27-600
0100-27-601
0100-27-700
0100-27-704
0100-27-705
0100-27-900
0100-27-901
01-00

Date_ __

Title
Proratd Stdnt Trnsp
Print Shop
Supplies
Textbooks
Clsrm Resource Materials
Gen Contractual Svcs
Maintenance & Repairs
Registration Fees/ Other
Equipment Replacement
Equipment Additions
Total

Amount

Per St.

# of Students_ _ @ _ _ = $ _ __

see Misc . Labor for Professional Leave
0166-27-049 Food Service
0166-27-500 Workshop Supplies
0166-27-703 Personal Svcs Contracts
0166-27-705 Registration & Other Fees
_ _ workshops @ $
each
0 166-27-801 Travel-Mileage
0166-27-805 Travel-Food & Lodging
01-66
Total
# of Students

)

@ _ _=

$ _ __

2100-22-603
2100-27-500
2100-27-600
2100-27-601

Library Books
General Supplies
Textbooks
Classroom Resource Materials

21-00

Total
Total This Page
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(+ labor =

# of Students_ _ @ _ _ = $_ __

9400-22-603
9400-22-604
9400-22-605

Library Books
Library Periodicals
Library AV Materials
Total

9400-23-302
9400-23-500
9400-23-705
9400-23-801
9400-23-805
9400-23-900
9400-23-901

Classified Ext. Time
General Supplies
Registration & Other Fees
Travel-Mileage
Travel-Food & Lodging
Equipment Replacement
Equipment Additions
Total

94-00

Total
Total first page

Total Non-Labor Budgeted Amount
Misc. Labor Bu4Met
0111-27-202 Computer Resource Teacher _ _ __
0166-27-202 Staff Dev Extra Duty Pay
0166-27-221 Cert Sub-Prof Leave
_ _ days @ $
each

Total Misc. Labor Budget Total

Total Bu4Meted Amount
# of Students

)

_ _ @ _ _ =$_ __

Total Revenue (+CRT)
Difference
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Building Budget Sample Worksheet
Budget Documentation Worksheet
for_/ __ ·

Date- -Budget

Amgynt

EcQj~~t~d

Categgry

!;;[!rQllm~at

X

Qfil
Student

=

Allocation

Regular
Program

542

X

$74.10

=

$40,162

Gifted Program

0

X

0

0

Special Ed

8

X

$74.10

-=

$593

550

X

$74.10

=

$41,228

Total

--

Budget#
0100-27-059-

Amount

Documentation/Computation

$1842

Field trip costs projected at $3.35

---

840
0100-27-073-

$358

840
-··---~
......-....-.0100-27-500-

~

$14,882

840

Print shop expenditures projected at$ 0.65 per student
.. .

-------·_. . . . . . ,. . ,. ,._. . . ,._. .........

________

---

... ...
~

General supplies projected at $27.06 per student based
upon experience

0100-27-600-

$3900

840

Textbook costs projected at $7.09 per student based upon
experience to replace worn or damaged texts and to
augment reference books

.....,,""'.

0100-27-601-

$6325

....--

V

Supplemental materials projected at $11.50 per student

840

based upon experience, approximately $5,250 for math
and reading workbooks, approximately $350 each for
materials for social studies, science and math

0100-27-700-

$200

$200 budgeted based upon experience

$575

Estimated costs to repair and maintain equipment

HO'..............,

840
0100-27-704-

_)

840

.....

.. , . . . ~ , - ·

,._

50

01 00-27-705840

-

01 00-27-900840

$150

·-~---·

$1700

.......

0100-27-901-

$1300

840

Estimated costs for memberships and professional

__

journals

.,

_,.,.,

Projected equipment replacement includes: 3 sets of
classroom chairs-$1300, 2 gym mats-$300, $100 for tape
recorders

•v

Projected equipment additions include: 2 sections of
choral risers-$600, miscellaneous PE equipment-$300, 1
CD player or tape deck-$400

""

.... ,,.,o~•

0111-27-202-

·---$473

--

--

Computer Resource Teacher as per budget guidelines

840
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)

Account Code Amount
0166-27-049-

$50

~OCUl!!!~,~at~~.n/Cor:!1putations
Projected costs based upon experience

840

---,-,

~-..'""l.•~•1,A.O..•.o.•

0166-27-221840

$700

0166-27-500-

$0

840

·-

01 66-27-703-

-

Substitute costs for 7 workshops projected at $100 each
day
No costs projected at this time
.....¥,~

$0

No costs projected at this time

840
01 66-27-705840
-·-

$700

Registration projected for 7 workshops at $100 each

-

..

0166-27-801840

$50

Projected mileage costs

01 66-27-805-

$50

Projected food and lodging costs

840

·- .....~.

)
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-

--

Account Code Amount

Documentation/Computations

21 00-22-603-

$68 based upon $8.60 per student

$68

840
2100-27-500840

2100-27-600-

$125

__ __

$15 per student based upon experience

_

... ...

$0

No textbooks expenditures planned-retain category

840
2100-27-601-

$400

$50 per student based upon experience

840

·--'Ill--.•.

9400-22-603-

$3805

Additions to library collection

840
9400-22-604-

-840

......._.

__

9400-22-605-

$425

Projected costs of periodicals based upon experience

-...-.... ........ .

..-.

$500

..,.

,,,,,..,.,. ,..,..,.,.,..,.

Additions to AV and software collections

840
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Account Code Amount
9400-23-302$0
840

Documentation/Computations
No expenditures planned-retain category

9400-23-500840

$750

General supplies and software based upon experience

9400-23-705840

$350

Registration for three workshops at $120 each

9400-23-801-

$100

Projected excess mileage including secretarial travel

840
""""

"J<!!;o:-:n:i,:..;.:«.i. ~:.,.......-.,...:,,:,,J,;u "·····

".,,,;.;-,.,..-.;n.w

,,=.,,.;..,~.=...<, ........a...w-.o.« - w - . . .

9400-23-805840

$250

Projection based upon one out-of- area conference

9400-23-900840

$700

Projected cost of table for principal's office -$300,
replacement of principal's chair-$200, replacement of
secretarial chair-$200

$500

Projected cost of new office typewriter

1---w

9400-23-901840
~

-'*""'~~~·

...

~-- ·~-

Account Code Amount

Documentation/Computations

# of Students

Total Revenue
Difference

( +CRT)
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Communications
Responsibilities:
1.
Gather information from the building and staff calendars.
2.
Print one copy per staff member.
a.
Place a copy in each employee's box.
b.
Place copies on office staffs desks.
c.
Place the original in the in-house correspondence
notebook located on top of the filing cabinet.
d.
Place a copy in the principal's in box.
3.
The Staff Bulletin Template is located in Microsoft Word. Click
in the small box on the end of the bar in Power Station.

Hot New Items
Responsibility
This comes from Judy Parker's office. It is a monthly publication.
Your responsibility is to send any news worthy items from your school into
her office for publication.

)
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Staff Bulletin
INSERT DATE

MONDAY
TUESDAY
WEDNESDAY
THURSDAY
FRIDAY

Upcomin8 Events:
\

i

Miscellaneous:
Duties:
BUS DUTY:
STAFFROOM:

)
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Safety Committee
Responsibilities:
1.
Hold monthly meetings to discuss safety concerns.
2.
Send meeting minutes to Julie Luke at ESB in Employees
Benefit Services. If you have questions call Julie at ext. 220.
3.
The Safety Committee's area of responsibility is employee safety.
4.
Remember: to complete a Self Insurer Accident Form ASAP
when an accident occurs. Be sure that the injured employee
details the accident as completely as possible on the form and
that you name all witnesses.
5.
There are sample forms following this page.

J

)
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PAGE

- - - - -Oi- '- - -- -

REPORT OF S~FETY COM~ITTEE MEETING
Date:

School or Unit Reporting:
Committee Members Attending:

SAFETY CONCERNS
1.

CONCERN:

SUGGESTED SOLUTION:

PERSON RESPONSI3LE FOR SUGGESTED SOLUTION:
un

oJ::~t..
~" o::iD-"
.r
.:.,n ;;" ( .:. ....
..LI.

.
.
)
app!.'"op::-1.a-:.e

------------

)
2.

COl\CERN:

SUGGESTED SOLUTIOK:

PERSON RESPONSIELE FOR SUGGESTED SOLUTION:
wORK ORDER# (if appropriate)
3,

CONCERN:

SUGGESTED SOLUTION:

PERSON RES?ONSIELE FOR SUGGESTED SOLU~ION:
ORD:2R # ( if appropriate)

IW Ri:
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------------

REPORT OF ACCIDENT/INJURY
SCHOOL DISTRICT - - - - - -- -- - - - - - -

SCHOOL _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _

AM
HOUR _ _ _ PM

~

EMPLOYEE'S FULL NAME _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
DID ACCIDENT OCCUR ON OR OFF SCHOOL PREMISES? _ _ __

OUTDOORS OR INDOORS? - - - - - - - - NUMBER OF DAYS PER WEEK -

- -AM

DATE REPORTED--- - - - - HOUR _ _ _ __

PM

NAME OF OBJECT OR ACTIVITY THAT DIRECTLY CAUSED INJURY - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - NATURE OF INJURY - - - - - - -- - - - - - - SPECIFIC BODY PART INJURED - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - NAME(S)OFWITNESS(ES) - -- - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- -- - - - - EMPLOYEE SIGNATURE----- - - -- - - - - --

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - DATE------------

DESCRIBE ACCIDENT-- - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ~ ~ - - - - -- - - - - -- - - - -

INVESTIGATION? - - - WHAT HAS BEEN OR WILL BE DONE TO PREVENT FUTURE SI

DATE ACTION TAKEN :
DID INJURED:
Receive First Aid?

N

II so, describe:

Visrt Physician?

Yes

No

Name and address:

Visrt Emergency Room?

Yes

No

Hospnal name, location:

Require Hospitalization?

Yes

No

Hospnal name, location:

HAS THERE BEEN ANY TIME LOSS FROM WORK? DATES--- - - - - - - - - - - - EXPECTED DATE RETURN TO WORK - - - -- -- - - -SUPERVISOR'S SIGNATURE_ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

DATE - - - --

-----~

ACTION TAKEN TO PREVENT
. YOU REPORT THIS TO YOUR SUPERVI~

TOWHOM _ _ _ __ _ _ __ __ _ __ _

?

EMPLOYEE SIGNATURE-----·-=--

- = - - - - - - - - --

SAFETY COMMITIEE REVIEW DATE
WHrTE to Distnet Office

- - --

- - - - - - -- - - - DATE - - -- -- - --

~

-~

SIGNATURE - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - YELLOW to Sa/et"

"·-~""'A
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PINK ro Puget Sound Worl<ers· Compensation Trost

.

SELF INSURER
ACCIDENT REPORT

Ii

:;
;

~

t
f

SELF-INSURED FIRM NAME

I

, U. B.I. #

ALL QUESTIONS BELOW MUST BE ANSWERED
OR THERE MAY BE A DELAY IN PAYMENT OF BENEFITS.

START HERE

T 454807

(SIF-2)

::i,;,1 . ... ....

IWORKER

CLAIM NUMBER

N AME OF INJUR ED EM PLOYEE;

CLASS

MIDDLE

FIRST

LAST

EMPLOYEE·s TELEPHONE NC

"''C
,GET SOUND WORKERS' COMPENSATION TRUST
~ss

MAILING ADDRESS

SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBE R

12320-SOth Ave. South
CITY

HEIGHT

ZIP

STATE

Seattle, WA

98178

' WEIGHT' FULL NAME OF SPOUSE AT TIME OF INJURY

STATE

CITY

I

IF DIVORCED. GIVE FINAL DECREE OATE

ZIP CODE

EMPLOYER 'S TELEPHO NE NC

I

YOUR JOB TITLE WHEN INJURED

GIVE NAME AND BIRTH DATES OF YOUR CHILDREN UNDER 18 SUPPORTED BY YOU
NAME

RELATIONSHIP

BIRTHOATE

NATURE OF INJURY OR DISEASE
(Examples: CUT, BRUISE, POISONING, ETC.)

NAME

RELATIONSHIP

PART OF BODY AFFECTED

-

LEFT

RIGHT

0

D

BIRTHOATE

I

DA TE OF ACCIDEN T

SEX

I

DA TE OF BIRTH

IF DIVORCED ANO YOU HAV:
MINOR CHILDREN SUBMIT A
COPY OF THE COURT OROE"
SHOWING LEGAL CUSTODIA"'
OF SUCH CHILDREN. ALSO
GIVE PRESENT ADDRESS OF
SUCH CUSTODIAN.

IHOUA ACCIDENT OCOUR RE:
A.M
p ...

-

DESCRI BE ACC IDENT FULLY. DESCRIBE WHAT YOU WERE DOING WHEN INJURED. IF YOU FELL, :.TATE IF IT .O CCURRED I NDOORS OR OUTDOORS, IF ,YOU WERE STRUCK, N AME T h e
OBJECT WHICH STRUCK YOU, WERE YOU LIFTING, PULLING , PUSHING, OR CARRYING? IF MACHINERY WAS INVOLVED, NA ME M ACHINERY A ND DESCRIBE ITS FUNCTION. NAME
CHEMICAL INVOLVED IF APPROPRIATE.

NAME OF ALL WITNESSES TO YOUR ACCIDENT

0 0 YOU HAVE MOR-E
THAN ONE PAYING JOB?

IF THE EMPLOYER IS DIFFEREN T THA N ONE WH ERE IN JURED, GI VE NAM E & ADDRESS

YES
GIV·E DA TE LAST WORK ED

IF RETURNED TO WORK ,
GIVE DATE

VI
\ ACCIDENT IN YOUR OPINION
C,
/J N ANY WAY BY SOMEONE
NO I cMPLOYED BY YOUR EMPLOYER?

YES

NO

D

TO WHOM REPORTED:

HOW LONG HAVE
YOU WORKED FOR
THIS EMPLOYER?

~~GA~~~~~;K

D D

D

NO D

PARKING

D

A DD RESS OR LOCATION W HERE ACC IDENT OCCURRED

LOT

D

COUN TY

0
DATE REPORTED TO EMPI.OYEII

(NAME & TITLE)

WAS ACCIDENT CAUSED
BY FAILURE OF A
MACHINE OR PRODUCT?

YES NO WHERE 010 EMPI.OYER'S
ACCIDENT
PREMISES
AT TIME
OCCUR?

WERE YOU DOING YOUR

YES

NO

0

0

IF REPORTING OF ACCIDENT WAS DELAY ED, WHY?

HAVE YOU EVER BEEN TREATED
FOR SIMILAR INJURY BEFORE?
IF SO, DESCRIBE INJURY

NAME & A DDRESS OF ATTEN DING PHYSICIAN

PAY EE ACCOUNT NO.

~"t~i:. .~~=:~~~\No"~ffi:'~f ~J:~~~f~",.1P~~~=~~~nve,

!~~~
0
OR n<E DEPT. OF LABOR I INDUSTRI ES ANY MEDIC AL RECORDS OR OTHER INFORMATION
Yl()USlY BEEN FURNISHED TO ME.

NAME OF HOSPITAL

TODAY'S DATE

!WORKER 'S SCQNATUREt

JIEOARDING TR.EATMEl<T WHICH HAS -

CITY HOSPITAL LOCA TED

SIGNATURE OF SUPERVISOR OR FOREM A

«WORKER'S SIQN ATURE)

TREA TMENT ONLY R
LT. DUTY PROVIDED

-

D

0

YES
NO
ASSOC. COSTS

Bl

$

EM PLOYEES ASSIGNED WORK LOCATION ADDRESS

School Faclllty:
F 207-002-000 5.1. ACCIDENT REPORT (7-8111

LABOR & INDUSTRIES COPY
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ST.

ZIP

DTl<ER

D

Building Test Coordinator
Responsibilities:
1.
Make sure that all the necessary materials are available prior to
the testing dates. For additional materials call Marianne in Bill
Raschkow's office ext. 264.
2.
Count out materials for distribution to each teacher.
3.
Hold Grade Level meetings with second, fourth, and sixth grade
teachers to go over testing procedures prior to their respective
testing dates.
4.
Check over the student answer sheets for any extraneous
markings. They bind the answer sheets by teacher. Then by
building before returning them to Bill Raschkow' s office. The
deadline for returning the tests is always posted in the testing
materials. Look for it first.
5.
Distribute test results to each teacher when received from ESB.
6.
Place Summary results in their respective binders by grade level.
7.
Maintain an accurate inventory of all testing materials stored in
the building. Tum in an inventory to Testing at the end of each
testing period.
8.
Prepare an item analysis to identify problem areas where scores
are low.

Test Administrator's Checklist
1.
2.

3.
4.
5.
6.

Get staff involved in the review sessions.
Develop a building schedule for testing that will include who will
administer the tests and the location of the test sites (to include
make-up schedule)
Announce the testing to your students. Provide schedules and
locations.
Check contents of shipment of test materials, note missing or
additional supplies as needed.
Send a copy of verified packing list back to the testing and evaluation
department.
Distribute test materials to·"the test administrators for prior review.

)
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7.
8.

9.
10.

Arrange for proctors -- these may be other teachers of instructional
assistance.
Make sure that the testing environment is comfortable, has good
lighting, is relatively free from disturbances and has proper
temperature control.
Create a positive climate about testing that will encourage students'
best efforts without causing them to feel tension or pressure.
Determine who might be excluded from testing before testing begins,
document reasons, prepare written statements and forward copy to
Testing and Evaluation.

Generic Test Taking Strategies
Prior to Testing Days
1.
Project a positive attitude.
2.
Instruct student in bubbling practice.
a.
Bubbles should be clearly marked within circle.
b.
Students should practice "bubbling-in" their names.
c.
Students should be taught to lightly circle on their answer sheet
any item skipped.
d.
Teacher should ensure that time is allowed for erasure of stray
marks.
e.
Teach students to place finger on number of questions and the
number of the answer, especially when they begin a new section.
During Practice
1.
Emphasize the importance of the practice sample and monitor the
completion.
2.
Encourage students to think in terms of "time" when taking the test:
inform students half way through and then three minutes before the
end.
3.
Teach students how to look over the test.
4.
Teach students the process of elimination.
5.
Teach students to try out each answer choice in the blank to find the
one that makes sense.
6.
Alert students to the fact that some answers look very much alike and
they will need to distinguish between options.
7.
Teach students when to guess. When they have sufficient time and
have eliminated all answers they know are wrong, they should guess.
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8.
Raise the level of concern for each child to an appropriate level.
9.
Keep classroom organization as normal as possible.
10. Tell students the purpose of the test and why it is important.
11. Tell students that they are not expected to get all items right.
The Day of Testing
1.
Make sure the students understand the directions.
2.
Ensure students are ready to take the test.
a.
Visits to the water fountain should not occur during the test.
b.
Provide bathroom breaks before the test.
c.
Ensure that there are extra sharpened pencils and erasers
available.
3.
Be organized; be calm and collected
4.
Teacher should circulate and monitor students during test taking.
After
1.
Debrief on test taking behavior on all tests. What could have been
done better?
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Maintain Effective Education Records
Responsibilities:
1.
Maintain records for each employee. Examine each timesheet
to see that all information is complete.
2.
Turn in completed timesheets to the principal for his or her
signature prior to sending them to payroll.
3.
Remove the pink copy from the back of each signed timesheet
for your records. Thert send them to payroll.
4.
Post the payroll cutoff dates in both the staff bulletin and the
staff calendar. Subtract a minimum of four days from the date
posted by payroll. Post that date in the bulletin and calendar so
that you will have sufficient time to record the hours, have them
signed, and still meet the deadline.
5.
These dates can be found in the employee payroll handbook.
Notethat there are different dates for classified and certificated
staff.
6.
There is a sample form on the following page.
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KENT SCHOOL DISTRICT NO. 415

73498

EXTRA PAY TIME SHEET
tOYEE NO. _ _ _ __ _ _ EMPLOYEE NAME _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ SSN _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
AUTHORIZATION NO. _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ SCHOOL/DEPT . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ __ _ _ __ _ __
M'hen Applicable)

Check one appropriate box below for type of work performed .

D
D
D
D
D
D

EF
CC
ED
DH
PL
SP

Effective Education
Class Coverage (Secondary Only)
Teacher Replaced
Required Extended Days
Dept. Head Extended Days (Secondary Only)
Project Leader (Elemen:tary Only)
,
Special Projects Pay *Budget Number Required Below·

Reason For Class Coverage

Describe Special Project - - - - - -- - - - -- - - -- - - -- - - -- - - - -- - - -- -

INSTRUCTIONS: Hours are to be reported in increments no smaller than a quarter of.an hour (15 minute
increments). Time sheets that are incomplete or incorrectly filled out will be returned for proper corrections.
Complete and correct time sheets must be in the Payroll office by the payroll cutoff date for payment in the current
pay period. Time sheets received after the cutoff date will be paid the following month.

DATE
WORKED

START
TIME

STOP
TIME

TOTAL
HOURS

PR USE
ONLY

DATE
WORKED

START
TIME

STOP
TIME

TOTAL
HOURS

PR USE
ONLY

J

.
.
TOTAL HOURS
WORKED
I hereby attest to the fact that I worked the above stated hours.

Employee Signature

Date

\

tHORIZATION: I hereby authorize payment of the above hours .
Original : Payroll
Copy: Authorizing Administrator
Copy: Employee

Authorizing Adm inistrator 's Signature

Budge! Number: Required tor Special Pro1ects Pay
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Personnel
Hiring Policies - Classified
Provisions Governing Employment of Classified Personnel
1 . 0 When an opening occurs, the supervisor originates a Personnel
Request for classified openings, noting all specifications of the
position and forwards it to the appropriate area manager.
2. 0 The area manager forwards the request to the program director (if
appropriate), then to the director of finance for approval.
3.0 The director of finance forwards the request to the assistant
superintendent for personnel for approval.
4. 0 When the completed request form is approved by the assistant
superintendent for personnel, it is forwarded to the applications office
where the position shall be advertised as per agreement with the
associations, normally five days.
5. 0 The applications office shall maintain a listing of all applicants during
the advertising period. No supervisor shall complete the hiring
process without first reviewing those files of applicants in the
applications office.
6.0 No personal shall be allowed to be~in employment until the necessru:y
paperwork has been cleared throuli!h personnel.
7. 0 When a candidate has been selected for recommendation, the
supervisor shall initiate the following steps.
7. 1 The supervisor shall notify personnel of the candidate selected
by submission of "Classified Applicant Interview Rating Sheets"
for each candidate interviewed with the recommended applicant
indicated (See the forms following this section)
7 .2 Recommendation is routed to the director (if appropriate), then
to the area manager.
7. 3 From the area manager, the recommendation is routed to the
assistant superintendent for personnel for approval.
7. 4 Necessary paperwork for employment of successful candidate is
completed, and the supervisor will be contacted to notify the
candidate.
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8.0

When the supervisor considers timing to be critical, he or she should
call the personnel office and obtain permission to employ the person
immediately.
9.0 Immigration Reform and Control Act Reguirement: The
recommended applicant, if not a current regular employee, will be
required to complete an INS 1-9 form and must provide proof of
employment eligibility.
10.0 Disclosure Statement and Background Check: Pursuant to Chapter
486, Washington Laws of 1987, the recommended applicant, if not a
current employee, will be required to complete a disclosure form
indicating whether he or she has been convicted for crimes against
persons listed in the law. In addition, a background check, based on
fingerprints, will be requested from the Washington State patrol.
All necessai:y form follow this page.

Evaluate Criteria for Classified Personnel

)

General Criteria
1.0 Reliability: The employee is self directed in a manner that
causes accomplishment to occurr with minimal supervision.
1. 1 Pays close attention to detail.
1.2 Performs with minimal supervision.
1 . 3 Meets deadlines without reminders.
1. 4 Follows established rules, regulation, and policies.
1. 5 Demonstrates self-confidence.
1.6 Uses judgement and common sense in cari:ying out duties.
1 . 7 Makes decisions appropriate to task.
2.0 Adaptability: The employee shows a willingness to learn new
concepts or ways of doing things. Cooperates with fellow
workers and public.
2.1 Gets along well with others.
2.2 Establishes favorable work relationships.
2.3 Responsive to immediate needs.
2. 4 Flexible
2.5 Respects the rights of others.
2.6 Learns new or different ways of doing things willingly.
2. 7 Accepts change and responsibility.

)
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3.0

4.0

5. 0

)

6.0

7.0

Initiative: The employee displays overall optimism in the job
and shows high level interest in job performance.
3. 1 Performance results in saving of time and materials.
3.2 Use creative imagination.
3.3 Generally progressive.
3.4 Exerts extra effort and zeal in all aspects of the job.
3.5 Shows concern regarding end results.
Attendance/Punctuality: The employee displays good habits in
attendance and punctuality.
4.1 Employee is consistently on time.
4. 2 Attendance is regular.
4.3 Does not abuse privileges.
4.4 Uses break time appropriately.
Organization: The employee plans an organizes in a manner that
causes all duties to be carried out effectively and efficiently.
5. 1 Ability to retrieve information and/ or materials as
requested.
5. 2 Plans and schedules routines effectively.
5.3 Utilizes and manages time wisely.
5. 4 Prioritizes duties appropriate to job function.
Communication: The employee shows the ability to exchange
information clearly, concisely and in an appropriate manner.
6. 1 Receives information in an understanding manner.
6.2 Courteous.
6.3 Uses proper communication channels.
6.4 Uses confidentiality when necessary.
6.5 Uses judgement and common sense in communicating
with others.
6.6 Models appropriate behavior.
Work Production: The employee demonstrates the ability to
produce the necessary volume of work in a thorough and
accurate manner.
7 .1 Work meets quality standards.
7 .2 Meets deadlines assigned.
7. 3 Displays accuracy in work.
7. 4 Completes assigned tasks in a timely manner.
64

7.5 Strives for excellence and thoroughness.
8.0 Self-Improvement: Continually seeks to promote own self-image
and worth through improved performance and skills.
8. I Willing to expend own energy and resources to create
positive changes.
8.2 Accepts constructive criticism.
8.3 Shows desire to change and improve.
8.4 Demonstrates continued growth.
8. 5 Displays professional behavior appropriate to position.
9.0 Work Knowled2e and Skills: The employee demonstrates job
specific knowledge and skills through completion of specific
tasks as identified for each position.
An example of the evaluation form is on the following page.
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CLASSIFIED HIRING CHECKLIST

t=>osition

Administrator

Location

----------

*****************************w~*********************************************************

This form is designed to help manage the tracking of procedures involved in the hiring
of classified staff members.
The Original of this form should be kept by the hiring
authority and filed with his/her records of the opening.
A copy of the form should
accompany the recommendation materials forwarded to Personnel.
****************************************************************************************
Position is authorized by
---(date) authority for position.

Personnel Director or other director with budgetary

Complete Personnel _Request form.
List desired and required criteria for the
position.
Forward to Director/Coordinator, if applicable, or Division Manager.
To shorten time line, carry form to:
Director/Coordinator (if aI)plicable);
Division Manager;
Budgeting
Personnel Director;
Applications Office.

---

Review files, record comments on (pink) classified file review sheet inside
job file.
Indicate if candidate will be interviewed.
In-district applicants,
especially those who are members of the association (union) which represents
the open position, should be interviewed . if they meet the miminum requirements.
If any such candidate is not to be interviewed, note the specific require men ts
he/she fails to meet on the review sheet.
Insure that a11 fi1es 1isted on this
record as of 4:30 on the c1osing date are reviewed.
- - - - Appoint interview team; orient team to hiring procedures including proper interview
techniques and · the use of "fair" questions.
Schedule interviews.
or design interview questions related to identified factors from the
---- Choose
criteria listed on the Personnel Request, or from other factors determined at
the district or building level to be related to predicted job performance.
Conduct interviews.
Each interview team member records notes on each question.
Ra tings by each member cf interview team completed for each candidate on "Classified
Applicant Interview Rating Sheet". Composite rating computed for each candidate.
Identify top candidate(s) from interviews.
previous
---- Contact
top candidate ( s).

supervisor(s); note summary of contacts on rating sheet for
If such con tact is impossible or inappropriate, note reasons

on rating sheet.
Send recommendation materials to applications office.
_ _ Individual and a:.uposite :rating sheets.

Inter:view questicns and interviewer notes.

Copy of classified ctecklist.

AFTER RECOMMENDATION IS RECEIVED IN APPLI~IONS OFFICE, IT IS ROUTED TO: DIRECTOR/COORDINATOR; DIVISIOH MANAGER; PERSONNEL DIRECTOR.
WHEN FILE IS RETURNED TO APPLICATIONS
OFFICE, THE HIRING AUTHORITY IS CONTACTED AND NOTIFIED OF APPROVAL AND AUTHORIZED STARTING
DATE.
To expedite time line, meet with Assistant Personnel Director and carry job file
with recommendation to:
Director or Coordinator (if applicable);
_ _ _ Division Manager;
Personnel Director.
After contact from personnel office, notify successful candidate and offer job.
DO NOT IHD:ICATE TO ARY CANDIDATE THAT HE/SHE IS BEING RECOMMERDED, SUGGESTED,
En:. FOR THE JOB BEFORE THIS APPROVAL HAS BEEN GIVEN.
- - - - - - Notify unsuccessful candidates who were interviewed if you wish. These candidates
will be notified of the selection decision by letter from the personnel office.
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CLASSIFIED HIRING CHECKLIST

------------- Location---- ------ Administrator----------

1Posi tion

****************************************************************************************
This form is designed to help manage the tracking of procedures involved in the hiring
of classified staff members.
The original of this form should be kept by the hiring
authority and filed with his/her records of the opening.
A copy of the form should
accompany the recommendation materials forwarded to Personnel.

****************************************************************************************
Position is authorized by
-(date
- -) authority for position.

Personnel Director or other director with budgetary

Complete Personnel Request form.
List desired and required criteria for the
position.
Forward to Director/Coordinator, if applicable, or Division Manager.
To shorten time line, carry form to:
(if ar,plicable);
Division Manager;
Budgeting
--- Director/Coordinator
Personnel Director;
Applications Office.
Review files, record comments on (pink) classified file review sheet inside
job file.
Indicate if candidate will be interviewed.
In-district applicants,
especially those who are members of the association (union) which represents
the open position, should be interviewed . if they meet the miminum requirements.
If any such candidate is not to be interviewed, note the specific requirements
he/she fails to meet on the review sheet.
Insure that a11 fi1es 1isted on this
:record as of 4: 30 on the c1osing date are reviewed.
_ _ _ _ Appoint interview team; orient team to hiring procedures including proper interview
techniques and the use of "fair" questions.
Schedule interviews.
Choose or design interview questions related to identified factors from the
criteria listed on the Personnel Request, or from other factors determined at
the district or building level to be related to predicted job performance.
Conduct interviews.
Each interview team member records notes on each question.
---- Ra
tings by each member of interview team completed for each candidate on "Classified
Applicant Interview Rating Sheet".

Composite rating computed for each candidate.

Identify top candidate(s) from interviews.
_ _ _ _ Con tact previous supervisor(s); note summary of contacts on rating sheet for
top candidate ( s).
If such con tact is impossible or inappropriate, note reasons
on rating sheet.
_ _ _ _ Send recommendation materials to applications office.
Individual and cx:up:>site :rating sheets.

Interview questicns and interviewer notes.

Copy of classified ch:ldu.ist.

AFTER RECOIIIIENDATION IS RECEIVED IN APPLICATIONS OFFICE, IT IS ROUTED TO: DIRECTOR/COORDIHATOR; DIVISIOK IIANAGER; PERSONREL DIRECTOR.
WHEN FILE IS RETURNED TO APPLICATIONS
OFFICE, THE HIRING AUTHORITY IS CONTACTED ARD NOTIFIED OF APPROVAL AND AUTHORIZED STARTING
DATE.
To expedite timeline, meet with Assistant Personnel Director and carry job file
with recommendation to:
Director or Coordinator (if applicable);
_ _ _ Division Manager;
Personnel Director.

After contact from personnel office, notify successful candidate and offer job.
DO NOT DIDICATE TO ARY CAIIDIDATE THAT HE/SHE IS BEING RECONNEIIDED, SUGGESTED,
ETC. FOR THE JOB BEFORE THIS APPROVAL BAS BEEN GIVEN.
Notify unsuccessful
---- will
be notified of

candidates who were interviewed if you wish. These candidates
the selection decision by letter from the personnel office.
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KENT SCHOOL DISTRICT
CLASSIFIED APPLICANT INTERVIEW RATING SHEET
Use this form to rate classified candidate interviews.
Factors should come from job
~equirements, and required and desired candidate characteristics listed on the Personnel
I
Request form associated with the position and other factors determined at the district
or building level to be related to predicted job performance for a specific classified
position.

***********************************************************************************************
Candidate Name
Interviewer

Date
(others on team)

----------------------

Rating scale used:

***R*******************************************************************************************
Question
Numbers

indiv.
rating

composite
rating

indiv.
rating

composite
rating

indiv.
rating

composite
rating

indiv.
rating

composite
rating

indiv.
rating

composite
rating

Factor # 1 :
(Notes)

Factor # 2 :
(Notes)

Factor # 3 :
(Notes)

Factor # 4:
(Notes)

Factor # 5 :
(Notes)

(over)
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Telephone Reference Check
The purpose of this telephone reference check, and all reference· checks, is to
confirm what we have been told about the candidate's employment history, and to
determine if the candidate is able to perform satisfactorily in the position we have
open. It is important that all ·reference checks be performed uniformly and that this
procedure be followed precisely.
Name of a p p l i c a n t - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -Person contacted
Date

-----------------

--------

1.

How would. you evaluate the quality and quantity of work (goals, standards,
and ability)?

2.

How does this candidate's attitude affect performance:

3.

a.

Toward fellow teachers, administrators, etc.?

b.

Toward supervision?

c.

Toward parents and students?

How would you evaluate the candidate on attendance and promptness?

(over)
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Orientation and Assistance for Substitute
Teachers
Responsibilities:
1.
Greet assigned substitutes as they report to the office.
2.
Make sure they sign-in.
3.
Show them to their classroom. Be sure to point out the
restrooms, faculty room, and the teacher's workroom.
4.
Help them locate the teacher's plans and any materials they may
need.
5.
Introduce them to their teamates for the day.

)
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Student Discipline
Responsibilities:
1.
When students are sent to the office for disciplinary reasons. It
is your responsibility to lead the student through the "Choose to
be Responsible" form. Our goal is to move the child from an
external to internal focus of control. Allowing the student o
design an individualized plan that will help them avoid the same
infraction.
2.
First you should check the computer for prior infractions. From
power station open the Reflex Program and select student
discipline. Select search, then type the students last name and
clink on find all. If there is more than one student with the
same last name you will have to further define the search.
3.
When entering data, select entry and new record. Enter the
information in the highlighted box. Hit return to move to the
next box. When you reach the teacher's tab to get from first to
last name. Then go up to file and select save record.
4.
Be sure to keep the classroom teacher posted on what is going
on. Return the completed responsibility form to the classroom
teacher.
A sample form follows this page.
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Choose to be Responsible
Date ________
Parent Contact- - Action __________
Visit # ____________ _

Name ____________________ _
Teacher __________________ _
School Rules

1. Support the learning of all students and classrooms.
2. Treat others as you would wish to be treated:
Speak politely
Treat each other kindly
Respect yourself and others
3. Respect school and personal property
4. Follow directions
5. Obey all school rules
Please answer the follQwing guestions:
1. What rule did you break?

2. What did you do that broke this rule?

3. What problem did it cause for your teacher or other children?

4. What plan can you develop that will help you be more responsible and follow this
classroom rule?

5. How can the teacher or other students help you?

I, ---,--,----------,------ will try my best to follow the plan I
(print your name)
have written, and to follow all the other rules and procedures in our classroom which we
created to make the classroom a good place to learn.
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1

School Map
The map on the following page can be used for completing the BEA
report, assembly loading procedures, fire and emergency exit plans.
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Community Use Applications and Insurance
Requirements
Applications must be submitted at least 10 days prior to use to be
considered.
Applicant must receive approved copy prior to usage.
Applications must be submitted quarterly in order to retain priority
classification - this includes churches.
Each out of district application must be accompanied by Hold
Harmless Agreement, which clearly states, the "All applications for
community use of the facility must be accompanied by a Certificate of
Insurance."
If the community use involves the gym or multi-purpose room, it must
be approved by Date Lutes in Athletics. Please route these applications to
Dave for approval. Otherwise, route them directly to Carol Ferguson. If the
applicant has reguested a certificate of insurance from his carrier. which
has not yet arrived, please so state. Applications cannot be approved until
the certificate of insurance is attached.
Copies of the correct forms follow this page.
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Attachment to Form DF-8-83
KENT PUBLIC SCHOOLS
School District No. 415, King County
Kent, Washington 93031
COMMUNITY USE OF FACILITIES
RULES, REGULATIONS, LIMITATIONS,
HOLD HARMLESS AGREEMENT,
and
INSURANCE REQUIREMENTS
RULES AND REGULATIONS
It is the applicant's responsibility to state on the application, in detail, the intended use of facility. The
applicant shall be personally responsible for any damage or unnecessary abuse of school buildings, grounds, or
equipment from the use of said premises. The applicant shall agree to abide by, and enforce, the rules and regulations of the Kent School District governing non-school use of buildings, grounds, and equipment. Alcoholic
beverages or narcotics will not be brought to or consumed on the school ground premises. Boisterous conduct,
profane or improper language, drinking, or other objectionable practices will not be allowed in the school district
facilities.
Use of tobacco products is only allowed in the grandstands. A designated school district employee,
or representative, must be on-site during any usage. Only that portion of the facility listed and approved on the
application will be available for use by the organization. When facility or equipment and grounds is damaged, or
left in an unsatisfactory condition, responsible group will be billed for cost to repair, replace, and/or cleaning
of the facility, and may be denied future use of school facilities until such payment is received. Applicants are
required to move, at their expense, materials, equipment, furnishings, or rubbish left after use of school facilities. If this is not done, the organization to whom the permit is issued will be required to pay the cost of
removal. Keys to buildings and facilities will not be issued to user groups. The facilities will be opened and
closed by school district personnel, or an authorized representative. All equipment, furniture, and other school
property will be protected and left in the same location and condition -as originally found. User organizations
must conform to all local ordinances, including police and fire department regulations. All meetings will terminate and the facility will be vacated by 11:00 p.m. on school nights unless otherwise approved. The user organization will be responsible for all participants, spectators, and affiliated personnel. When large groups are
anticipated, it will be the responsibility of the user organization to notify local law enforcement agencies for
aid in handling traffic and crowd control. It is required that a plan of crowd control be submitted by the user
group prior to the scheduled event. Any cost for additional security must be borne by the user group.
LIMITATIONS
Facility use not in the best interest of the school district will not be approved. This determination shall be
made by the Business Office. Satisfactory sponsorship, adequate adult supervision, appropriateness of activity,
care of equipment and facility, rules and regulations, proper police and fire protection where necessary, are
conditions of usage. Persons or groups without proper permits will not be admitted onto the school facility.
HOLD HARMLESS AGREEMENT
The individual signing this application agrees to the following:
I/we, the designated official signing this application, agree that in consideration for use of the described
facility, that I/we will save and hold harmless the Kent School District #415 from any and all liabilities, including fraudulent or groundless accusations of liability, resulting from my/our use of the described facility.
INSURANCE
All applications for community use of the facility must be accompanied by a Certificate of Insurance naming Kent
School District as the additional insured. This certificate is to have a 30-day cancellation clause. The policy
must cover athletic participants as well as spectators and must so signify. The word "endeavor" in the canellation clause is not acceptable. This coverage should be available from your local broker. The limit of participant liability should be $1,000,000 for state-certified, non-profit organizations and $5,000,000 minimum for all
other groups that are operated for a profit.

(Applicant's Signature)

(Name of Organization)

(Dates)

(Hours of Use)

(Official Capacity with Organization)

(Date)

KENT .SCHOOL DISTRICT NO. 415
(Signature)

(Facility being Requested)

(Date)

WWe - BM.ln.Uf.i 066.[c.e
Can.a1ty - App.l<-c.an-t

DF-Ba-83
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NOTICE: Applicant must receive
approved copy prior to usage,
KENT PUBLIC SCHOOLS
School District No. 415, King County
Kent, Washington 98031
:ation must be submitted quarterly in
order to retain priority classification.
Fall Quarter
- by Aug 1
Winter Quarter
- by Nov 1
Spring Quarter
- by Feb 1
- by May 1
Summer Quarter

Ap

Date of Application
(Must be submitted at least 10 days
prior to use to be considered,)

APPLICATION FOR COMMUNITY USE OF SCHOOL BUILDING,
UIPMENT , AND GROUNDS
(Application must be completed in f ull
I.

(Name of Organization)

(Street/Post Office Box)

(City/Zip)

(Phone)

(Name of Person Responsible)

(Street/Post Office Box)

(City/Zip)

(Phone)

2.

s.

4.

3.

(Date(s) Facilities Requested)

(School or Facility)
6,

Anticipated attendance-------

8.

How supervised? - - - - - - - - - -

10,

Amount - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

(Day of the Week)

9. Will admission be charged or funds solicited or c o l l e c t e d ? - - - - - - - - Yes/No
11. For what purpose will proceeds be u s e d ? - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Facilities Requested/Assigned:
Name of Room/Gym

Start Time

End Time

Name of Room/Gym

a.

d.

"·

e. - - - - - - - - - - - -

Start Time

End Time

c.

f. - - - - - - - - - - - I certify that I have read the Rules, Regulations, Limitation, Hold-Harmless Agreement, and Insurance Requirements and have
received a copy of same. (Form DF-8a-83 must be signed and attached b_e fore application will be approved.)
(Applicant's Signature)

(Date)

(FOR BUSINESS SERVICES' USE ONLY)
Facilities Calculation:
No. Event D a y s - - - - - - - - - -

-------- @ --------------- @ --------------- @ --------

CHARGES:

$ - - - - - p e r hour for facility usage
$

per hour for custodial overtime x - - - - - hours.
Custodian a s s i g n e d : - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

(Principal's Signature)

(Date)

(Athletic Director)

(Date)

(Maintenance and Operations)

(Date)

Principal's designee acceptance of responsibility,
security and cleanup in lieu of custodian.
(Designee Signature)
$-----Other---------------------$
Total Estimated Charges This Request

APPROVED

DENIED

Reason:---------------------------DF-8-83 (Rev, 7-86)
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White
Green
Canary
Pink
Goldenrod

Maintenance and Operations
Custodian/Designee
Accounting
Applicant
Athletics

NOTICE: Applicant must receive
approved copy prior to usage,
KENT PUBLIC SCHOOLS
School District No. 415, King County
Kent, Washington 98031
A~la.tion· must be submitted quarterly in
or~to retain priority classification,
- by Aug 1
Fall Quarter
by Nov 1
Winter Quarter
by Feb 1
Spring Quarter
by May 1
Summer Quarter

Date of Application
(Must be submitted at least 10 days
prior to use to be considered,)

APPLICATION FOR COMMUNITY USE OF SCHOOL BUILDING, EQUIPMENT, AND GROUNDS
(Application must be completed in full)
1.

2.

(Name of Organization)

(Street / Post Office Box)

(City/Zip)

(Phone)

(Name of Person Respons ible)

(Street/Post Office Box)

(City/Zip)

(Phone)

4.

3.

(School or ~ acil ity)

-----------(Date(s) ---Facilities
Requested)

5.
(Day of the Week)

6.

Anticipated attendance - - - - - - -

7. Nature and purpose of use - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

8,

How supervised? - - - - - - - - - -

9, Will admission be charged or funds solicited or collected? ___Y_e_s-/N
_o _ _ __

10.

Amount - - - - - - - - - - - - --

11. For what purpose will proceeds be used? - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Facilities Requested/Assigned:
Start Time

Name of Room/Gym

End Time

Name of Room/Gym

a.

d.

Q

e.

Start Time

End Time

f.

r

certify that I have read the Rules, Regulations, Limitation, Hold-Harmless Agreement, and Insurance Requirements and have
received a copy of same, (Form DF-8a-83 must be signed and attached before application will be approved.)

I.

(Applicant's Signature)

-- -- - - - - - - - -

(Date)

(FOR BUSINESS SERVICES' USE ONLY)
Facilities Calculation:
- - - - - --

No, Event Days - - - - -- - - --

- @ --------

-------- @ --------

- - - - --

CHARGES:

- - @ - - - - -- - -

$ - - - - - p e r hour for facility usage
$

per hour for custodial overtime x - - - - - hours,

(Principal's Signature)

(Date)

(Athletic Director)

(Date)

(Maintenance and Operations)

(Date)

Custodian assigned:
Principal's designee acceptance of responsibility,
security and cleanup in lieu of custodian,
(Designee Signature)
$ - - - - - Other - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - $
Total Estimated Charges This Request

PIWVEO

DENIED

Reason: - - - - -- - - - - - - -- -- - - - - - - - - - - - DF-8-83 (Rev, 7-86)

White
Green
Canary
Pink
Goldenrod

Maintenance and Operations
Custodian/Designee
Accounting
Applicant
Athletics

CHAPTER FIVE
Summary, Conclusions, and Recommendations
Summary
The purpose of this project was to develop an administrative handbook to
aid elementary school educational assistants in the performance of their duties.
The handbook produced as a result of this project has detailed.
Conclusions
Conclusions reached as a result of this project were:
1.

The organization of the handbook is an important key to its use and
success.

2.

For the purpose of relieving some of their administrative burden,
the building principal should understand the importance of
developing and maintaining a quality handbook.

)

3.

An effective handbook must be "owned" by the individual
elementary educational assistants.

Recommendations
As a result of this project, the following recommendations have been
suggested:
1.

The administrative handbook for elementary educational
assistants should be in a form that can be easily organized to
allow for individual differences between buildings. This is directly
related to whether or not it will be a valuable tool to the educational
assistant.

2.

Every building within a district should have its own administrative
handbook for the position of elementary educational assistant.

3.

The administrative handbook for elementary educational assistants
developed as a result of this project may be used as a model for

22
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other elementary schools.
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